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Writers, Photographers, and
Illustrators: The Projector Wants You!
The Projector is continually searching for new
content and new points of view. If you've got
something to say, an opinion or interesting story
from on or off campus, or illustrations or photos,
contact one of our editors with your idea. See your
name in print! Contact The Projector today.
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Students Get A New Place To Relax
Ryan Inman
rinmanprojector@hotmail.com
The long wait has ended and the project
is finally finished.
Red River College's Notre Dame
campus finally has a new Cave.
After several completion dates
were postponed, another date was
announced: November 20, 2007. Many
thought it was just going to be just
another cancellation date, but it wasn't.
The Student's Association had plans
set for an opening so it sounded as if it
was set.
During the opening, dozens of
students crowded the hallway waiting
to see what was inside this completely
renovated room with a brand new movie screen, drink machine, seats, tables,
stools, and plenty of space for more
events such as keggers and concerts.
"I think the Cave will help students
by allowing them to kick back and relax
between classes," said Martin Kelemen,
a business administration student at
the Notre Dame Campus. "It's well

designed and the layout is set up well
enough. It's definitely worth the extra
time spent on construction, but I felt it
should have been done by the projected
completion date."
There are still some students on
campus who have yet to see the Cave,
and some who have seen it have mixed
reactions.
"It is great to have it up and open
but after seeing it I am not sure what
took so long," Brendan Pritchard, a student at the Notre Dame Campus said.
"You can now relax and enjoy time
at school, and even meet the ladies in a
more modern area. The wait was worth
it. It needed renovations to remain an
important facility at the Notre Dame
Campus," said Patrick Brincheski and
Justin Jones, both civil engineering
students.
It will only take time for students
to adapt and get used to the new facility
- especially for the first year students
who have yet to experience the usages
of the room for such events as concerts
and other indoor activities.

Red River College president Jeff Zabudsky and Red River College Students'
Association President Angie Herrera cut the ribbon on the new Cave at the
college's Notre Dame campus.

International
News Briefs
Compiled by Chris Webb
newsprojector@gmail.com

SAUDIS DEFEND RAPED
WOMAN'S SENTENCE
Saudi Arabia's authorities have defended a court's
decision to sentence a victim of gang rape to 200 lashes
and six months in jail. They say the ruling, which
attracted international criticism, is legal because the
woman was travelling in a car with a man who was
not a relative, which is an offence in Saudi Arabia. The
19-year-old woman was travelling with a male friend
last year when they were attacked and raped by a gang
of men. Several governments and human rights groups
have asked for the sentence to be overturned.

THREE KILLED IN BOLIVIAN CLASHES
At least three people are dead following fighting between protesters and police in the Bolivian city of Sucre.
The clashes erupted after a special assembly approved a
new draft constitution. The vote was boycotted by most
opposition members of the assembly, who argue the
new constitution will grant too much power to Bolivia's
President Evo Morales. The new draft is due to go to a
referendum but no date has yet been announced.

NEW AUSTRALIAN PRIME MINISTER
CHANGES ENVIRONMENTAL
AND MILITARY POLICY
L-R in picture: Dr Ken Mould (CABB volunteer Veterinarian), Rochelle Gnanapragasam (CABB
volunteer), Judi Watt (Owner of dog donating) , Beth Knight (CABB Lab Director).

Blood Donors of a Different Species
Sherry Haig
Public Service Announcement
The need for blood is an apparent fact that surrounds
our daily lives. Whether you are a staff member or
student, we are well aware of blood donor days hosted
by Canadian Blood Services (CBS) when they are held
at Red River College. What many people aren't aware of
is the need for blood for our canine companions. RRC
newcomers and many veterans of the college as well
are unaware of the weekly evening canine blood donor
clinics held at the Notre Dame campus.
The Canadian Animal Blood Bank (CABB), a not for
profit organization has been operating inside the college for ten years. Located in the basement of Building
A, neighbors to the Animal Health department; the
CABB provides second year animal health technology students with a hands-on learning experience by
participating in donor clinics.
Similar to the need for human transfusions, the
need for canine blood products can arise in times
of accident or illness. With advances in veterinary

medicine, and increased owner compliance to support
their beloved pets through alternative medicine; the
national demand for blood products from Canadian
veterinarians has sky rocketed. To keep up with this
increasing demand, the CABB must continually expand
their existing canine blood donor base.
Blood donor days held by CBS at Red River College
are intended to provide staff and students with easily
accessible and frequent opportunity to donate. The
CABB would like to raise awareness to all RRC attendees and encourage those with large dogs to make an
appointment to have their dog donate once every three
months.
CABB is looking for healthy, even tempered dogs;
between the ages of 1-8, weighing over 50 lbs and
current on vaccinations. Female dogs must already be
spayed and have had no previous litters.
Anyone interested in signing up your family dog
to be a blood donor can contact the CABB at 632-2586.
More information is also available on RRC's website at
http://www.rrc.mb.ca/abb

Australian Prime Minister John Howard, one of
President Bush's closest allies, has been voted out of
office. Australia's new prime minister, Kevin Rudd,
has pledged to withdraw Australian combat troops
from Iraq and immediately sign the Kyoto Protocol on
greenhouse gas emissions. On Sunday Rudd celebrated
his victory, which ends 11 years of conservative rule
in Australia Kevin Rudd heads the center-left Labor
Party. Once Australia signs the Kyoto Protocol, the
United States will stand alone as the only industrialized
country that has not signed the pact. Kevin Rudd has
also vowed to issue a formal apology to Aborigines for
the abuses they suffered in the past.

LEBANON REMAINS WITHOUT A
PRESIDENT AS CRISIS WORSENS
Lebanon remains without a president, three days
after Emile Lahoud left office on Nov. 23 when his term
expired. Lebanon is now without a head of state for the
first time since the Lebanon civil war. Parliament has
scheduled a vote to elect a new president at the end
of the week but the vote has already been postponed
five times. On Nov. 25, the Lebanese group Hezbollah
blamed U.S. interference for parliament's inability to
elect a president and demanded that the next head of
state support Hezbollah's right to fight against Israel.
Hezbollah's deputy leader, Sheikh Naim Kassem said:
"We want a president who believes in national participation and in the right to defend one's land and protect
its people."

Red River College

'_ STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION
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Message from the Executive

The SA Executive would like to say that we had a lot of fun meeting
many of you at all the events that were held at Notre Dame and Princess
Street. It is always good to kick back and relax with the students that
we work for. This has been a great first half of the year, and we are looking forward to a new year, with new goals and promises (even though we
know that most of them will be broken in the first month..hehe) Remember to come by the SA office's to learn more about the holiday events
that are coming up as well as to register for the ski trip. Deposits are due
December 7th, so register soon.
We here would like to wish you all good luck on your final exams. We
hope everyone has a safe and Happy Holidays and a Happy New Year.
See everyone back on Tuesday January 2nd 2008 .
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Princess Street
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Up Coming Events
Dec.3 - Dec.14
Cram Night
(6-8PM)

Dec. 3 - NDC/PSC

Kids Movie Night
"Happy Feet"
(6-830PM)
Dec.5 - NDC ( Cave Lounge)
FREE POPCORN, DRINKS
AND SNACKS!!

Silver Santa Bash
Dec. 14
TYC - Tix available @
The OX and Mercantile
Find us on FACEBOOK
"Red It i er College
Students' Associat

CHECK OUT THE
SA WEBSITE
WWW.RRC SA . C ( )1\ I
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MISSED OUT ON THE GREAT
EVENTS THIS YEAR SO FAR???
JOIN THE EVENTS LIST saevents@rrc.mb.ca
RRC Food Bank

Annual
Christmas
Hamper
Campaign
The Food Bank is asking staff and students to
help in preparing special Christmas hampers
for those students in need.
Our last food bank day of the semester will be
December 14, 2007. Those needing a hamper
must have their request forms submitted by
December 10, 2007. Forms are available at
either of the SA offices—CM2o at Notre Dame,
or Pilo at the Princess Street campus.

RROSII
Ski and Board
mini-Weak
Panorama Mountain Village
February 21-25, 2008

Cost : $449/person
Includes:
• Return Motor Coach
Transportation
3 nights accommodations in on hill condos
3 day lift tickets and
group outings AND
MUCH MORE!!

Another RRC Students' Association Initiative
Notre Dame Campus
CM2o - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Princess Street Campus
Plio-i6o Princess Street

Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Manitoba and Canada
Face National Housing Crisis
Jolene Bergen
Jolene@mts.net

Red River
Moves Toward
Polytechnic Model
Julijana Capone
julijanacapone@gmail.com
Red River College is responding to growing industry
demand. It plans to expand many of its programs by
offering degrees within the next 10 years. This would
include changing the college into a polytechnic model
of education.
"It has been in the mandate of the college since
1997 that Red River College would look at offering college degrees in industry sectors where they're needed.
In Manitoba, our legislation just doesn't allow it. In
order for a college to grant a degree, the legislation in
Manitoba has to change. So we have been talking to
governments over the last couple of years, indicating
the case that there is a need for the college to offer
certain college degree programs. Alberta, B.C., Ontario,
Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland all have different legislations to grant degrees. Applied degrees are
somewhat different than university degrees in that it's
well beyond the scope, breadth, and depth of a diploma.
But if you were to define it, it's not what a university
does," said college vice-president, Ken Webb.
Construction management is one of the areas in
which the college plans to offer degree programs.
Construction managers need to be well trained and
understand construction, but they also have to know
contract law, project Management, and conflict resolution. This is an example of a polytechnic model program. It provides more applied training than a diploma
program and yet it is not an engineering degree. The
college will also offer degree programs in areas such as
graphic design, 3-D computer graphics and aerospace
technology, to name a few.
"There are currently 11 joint programs offered
(through the University of Winnipeg and the University
of Manitoba) at Red River, and those would continue
where it makes sense to do so," said Webb.
Gordon Mackie, a business instructor at Red River
College, said, "There is no need for duplication when
it comes to degrees that are already offered. We have
excellent Articulation Agreements with both local universities that allow people to transfer all their credits."
Forde Oliver, a DMT (Digital Media Technology)
instructor at Red River College, said he thinks changing the college into a polytechnic model "is good for
students," but worries that it might "become an elitist
like some universities are and, all of a sudden it's not
necessarily for a certain class and loads of people are
left behind. Colleges are meant as a stream for students
that maybe aren't financially rich. It is that second
chance for students to be welcomed into schools."

Canadians' right to adequate housing is being violated,
says a United Nations report.
Miloon Kothari, Special Rapporteur for the UN,
spent two weeks in Canada from Oct. 9-22, studying
the state of housing across the country. He found that
Canada is facing a national housing crisis with women,
children, and Aboriginal Peoples most at risk.
"Homelessness is one of the most visible and severe
signs of the lack of respect for the right to adequate
housing," says the report.
Although accurate statistics are hard to determine,
the report estimated Canada's homeless population to
be anywhere from 150,000 to more than 300,000, with
another 1 5 million households on the brink of homelessness. Increases in rent, decreases in income, and a
lack of a national poverty reduction plan are keeping
people in the cycle of poverty.
Delainey Brown and Robyn Harpelle, both 19 and
studying aviation management at Red River College,
are surprised by the UN report.
"I didn't know that this was a problem," said Brown.
"I see it all the time, but I don't know anyone
personally affected," added Harpelle.
Mike Mclenehan, a 25-year-old business administration student at Red River College, was shocked by
the extent of the UN report.
"I'm surprised. We're not in abject poverty as in

other places in the world," he said.
Mclenehan, who currently rents an apartment,
believes that the current cost of rent in Winnipeg is fair.
Jaylynne Desilets, a counsellor with Red River
College Aboriginal Student Support and Community
Relations deals with housing shortages on a regular
basis.
"For one, there is no housing. Nothing is available,
the vacancy rate is low, and many deal with racism,"
said Desilets, speaking of the Aboriginal students she
counsels.
Aboriginal students face unique challenges when
finding adequate housing in Winnipeg, according to
Desilets. Many come from the North, having little
knowledge of the city, and little time to find a home.
Plus, government funding is often only received at the
start of the school year, which is usually at the end of
the month. Students need to leave deposits and pay
rent before that.
Desilets believes the government should "expand
subsidized housing, particularly spaces for students."
School sponsored housing, similar to the
University of Manitoba, would also be helpful for
Aboriginal students.
The UN report calls for a national strategy to
ensure women, Aboriginal Peoples, and other at-risk
groups have access to adequate housing, and that all
levels of government work together to prevent this
crisis from reoccurring.

SIRED RIVER COLLEGE

OOK
[SRC Bookstore now
t in
applications for Part-time
Bookseller positions during Rush.
$13.00 per hour
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Mackintosh Cabinet Battles Domestic Violence
WOMEN'S SHELTERS TO RECEIVE MILLIONS
Ashley Morgan

ashley_morgan_@hotmail.com
"The cycle must stop," says Gord Mackintosh, Minister of
Family Services and Housing, in a news release issued by
the province earlier this month. The cycle he is referring to is domestic violence and,
thanks to him and his government, measures are being taken
to stop it.
On Nov. 1, Mackintosh and
his cabinet announced an investment of $2.6 million to improve
conditions at 33 women's
shelters across the province. The
money will go towards updating
security, assistance for children
exposed to violence, and worker
recruitment and retention.
Mackintosh says the investment
"builds on Manitoba's reputation
as a leader in the area [of domestic violence prevention]:'
According to Research and Education for Solutions
to Violence and Abuse (RESOLVE), Manitoba has gone
from having the highest average rate of female domestic homicides in western Canada for over 27 years, to

Dean says increased funding provides these necessary resources.
Carol Ellerbeck, executive director of local women's
shelter Osborne House, felt positively about both the
funding for children affected by violence and the extra
financial support for her valued staff. Ellerbeck sees the
$1.5 million allotted to security-specific improvements as an especially important aspect
of the proposal.
"Our prime concern is the safety and security of our clients and employees. This funding
affords us the resources to upgrade equipment
and continue to offer our high level of security.
That's not to say we're not safe now," Ellerbeck
emphasizes, "but our equipment must reflect
available technology to maintain high safety
levels."
The full effects of the funding will be seen
in
2008,
and agencies will be waiting to see
- CAROL ELLERBECK
the money for approximately two weeks.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF OSBORNE HOUSE
As far as the way the money is allocated,
Ellerbeck
says it directly reflects their requests.
services for women leaving an abusive relationship.
"Funding
is
critical
for
maintaining the level, quality and
"As society as a whole becomes more violent, there
range of services we provide. It's obvious [the governis a demand for the services we offer," says Dean. "As
ment was] really listening to what we were telling them.
our services become higher in demand, we need more
They
heard us and are giving us what we said we needed."
resources to maintain our level of assistance."

currently having the lowest. A positive reflection on
domestic violence campaigns and the preventative work
of shelters across Manitoba.
Glenda Dean is the executive director of Alpha
House, a Winnipeg-based second-stage housing program
offering protective, affordable, long-term housing and

ui- prime concern is the safety and securky of our clients and employees. This
funding affords us the resources to upgrade equipment and continue to of
our high level of security.

BOOKSE'LLE'RS
New & Used DISCOUNT Textbooks

#5-2166 Notre Dame Avenue
204-697-3939

www.outlawboobsellers.com
A MESSAGE FROM RED RIVER
COLLEGE PARKING SERVICES
Did ou know...?

R.R. C. Parking Services routinely tows
vehicles?

Flatlander's Inn Provides
Alternative Home for Downtrodden
Will Cooke

wcookel@hotmail.com
The old brick mission stands defiantly on the
corner of Main and Sutherland. Bars, dumpsters
and pawn shops are proven competition. A
prostitute stands on the corner adjacent to the
Mission's entrance. Transients loiter around
begging for change, waiting for "The Northern"
vendor to open its doors. This is the raw core of
Winnipeg.
"This is where we want to be," says
Flatlander's Inn director, Andy Wood.
Flatlander's Inn is an extension of the
Winnipeg Centre Vineyard, a non-denominational
Christian church that has operated in the North
End for years. Wood is also an associate pastor at
the Vineyard.
"We saw a lot of missions and government
agencies providing beds and meals and treatment programs for people. These things are very
valuable, but we try and provide people with a
community of support," he says.
The model for Flatlander's Inn is unique in
Canada. Traditional missions, such as Siloam
Mission, employ people and have volunteer staff
to conduct programs. Personnel from traditional missions go home at the end of the day.
Flatlander's Inn volunteers actually live and cook
and sleep in a dorm-like setting along with people

at risk of homelessness. A unique community is
created, where volunteers who don't have to live
at Flatlander's live alongside and develop friendships with the persons at risk of homelessness.
Jeff Leighton is a young man who volunteers
with Flatlander's. Jeff doesn't consider himself
a worker at the inn, but insists he's "part of the
community that lives in Flatlander's Inn." He's
hesitant to draw any distinction between himself and the persons at risk of homelessness for
whom the Inn was created. Jeff interacts with
the people less like an authority and more like a
friend who's a good influence.
Kenny Laquette is a man whose weathered
face suggests he's led a hard life. Laquette has
lived in Flatlander's since it opened in May 2007.
"It's really helping me a lot," says Laquette.
"We have meetings all the time to help encourage
one another. It's gotten me off drugs and off the
streets."
Flatlanders got off the ground with a capital
investment from the Winnipeg Housing and
Homelessness Initiative (WHHI), but they get no
ongoing funding.
"Welfare pays us an amount for rent for each
person," says Andy Wood. "Right now we're helping five people make the transition into market
housing, but we're hoping to renovate more levels
and make room to grow.. .we have a long waiting
list."

It's unfortunate, but sometimes necessary to
tow a vehicle off of Red River College
property. Towing offences range from unpaid
parking tickets to forged or altered parking
passes and dispenser tickets.

Please don't risk it.
Pay for your parking and if you do get a ticket,
do yourself a favor and pay it in the first 15
da s. A ter that the can o ui to as much as

3 times the amount.
The Heart and Stroke Foundation
of Manitoba is looking for a university or college
student to assist the Residential Campaign
Manager with recruiting volunteers in rural areas.
The student would work at the Winnipeg office and
would be making phone calls to potential
volunteers for a total of 100 hours from
October,2007until February, 2008. The student
must be returning to university or college the
following year. Upon successful completion of 100
hours, the student will receive
$500.00 towards their tuition or student loan.
For more information, please contact Jennifer
Kaufman at 949-2041 or by email at
jkaufman(a7heartandstroke. mb.ca
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Prices Hopping At Half Pints
Rudy Gauer

lemonadestandpirate@hotmail.com
If you like to enjoy a refreshing cold beer after a long
day's work, be prepared to shell out a little more the
next time you belly up to the bar. Just recently, hops
farmers announced that after 10 solid years of crops,
the essential ingredient found in all beer is now in
short demand.
The good news is that bigger brands like Labatt
and Molson, which are under large contracts with
farmers, likely won't be greatly affected by the
shortage. The bad news is that local breweries, like
Winnipeg's own Half Pints Brewing Company, will
likely be getting hit hardest by the shortage.
"About 20 per cent of our domestic beer we sell
is local," says David Giroux, head bartender and
manager of the King's Head Pub. "Beer prices have
gone up every one of the four years since I've been at
the King's Head, even if we haven't actually passed it
on to our customers."
"Breweries are still going through the hops that
they've stocked up on. We're expecting the prices to
go up within the next few months once their supplies
have run out," Giroux adds.
David Rudge knows a lot about hops and the
process of brewing beer, since he is the brewmaster at
Half Pints.

"Our beer tends to use four times the amount of
hops as the regular beer like Molson, or even Fort
Garry for that matter. Prices for hops used to be at
$2 per pound, now they're up to as much as $25 per
pound. We could have to change to a lower cost of
hops and that could affect the taste of the beer," he
says.
"We're lucky that we're already established," says
Rudge, who couldn't say just how much consumer
prices were going to rise. "Breweries sign contracts
with farmers, if you've done your homework when
something like this shortage happens it won't be as
drastic as if you're just starting out."
As for when beer prices will start to decline,
Rudge warns consumers against holding their breath.
"Hops are like grapes. It takes around three years
for the plants to establish their roots. Hops are a
long-term thing," he says.
One part of this situation where microbreweries
seem to have a leg up on the major brands of beer,
however, is quality, Rudge says.
"When an ingredient like hops changes in a recipe,
the big brewers get nervous. They have to worry
about pleasing a mass market. When the same thing
happens to smaller brewers, who have the ability
to easily test their beer, we don't get nervous, just
inventive," he says.

Transit Hike Hits Students
Jayme VandenBerg

Ringbearer4@hotmail.com
Winnipeg city council has decided to increase transit
fares by 12.5 per cent in 2008, making the price hike
the largest rider fee increase for Winnipeg Transit in
recent history. The fare increase will include the adult
cash fare, up 25 cents from $2.00 to $2.25, as well as
adult tickets prices up 10 cents from $1.85 to $1.95.
Children and senior cash fares will rise 10 cents from
$1.65 to $1.75, and tickets will rise four cents from
93 cents to 97 cents.
The fare increase will generate Winnipeg Transit
roughly $2.2 million in revenue, which St. Norbert
Councillor Justin Swandel says will go mostly to a
reserve fund.
"The revenue from the cash increase," he says,
"will go directly towards the rapid transit fund."
In raising only the individual fares and freezing
the price of monthly passes, Swandel says the plan
will increase regular transit ridership.
"Each year we look at a certain area, this year it
was the cash fares," he says. "It's difficult to pick a
place to make increases."
First-year business administration students
Ashley Rid, Bridget Levesque, and Stacy Frobisher,
who all ride the bus regularly, don't have a problem
with the increase as long as the revenue goes to the
right places.
"If it's going towards something like salaries, then
I don't have a problem," says Rid. "But not for some
shiny new signs."
The increase, however, will not affect Levesque or
Frobisher, who both purchase monthly passes.
"Service is good for the most part," says Frobisher,
"except in winter and some of the buses are old and
vandalized."
Rid, who buys bus tickets, stresses that lowering
instead of increasing prices would be a more suitable
solution to get people to ride the bus.
"It would make more sense," she says.
Winnipeg Transit has not seen a decrease in the
amount of people who use public transportation, •
even though many fare hikes have been imposed over
the past years.
Thirty-seven new heated bus shelters have been
built this year with tri-government funding. And
the new funding will also allow Winnipeg Transit to
implant transit-signal priority lights as well as put
diesel-hybrid buses with air-conditioning on the road.
Swandel approves with council, who voted in
favour of the fare increase 11-5. He does, however,
want to see certain changes put into place.
"Council heard a presentation by a low-income
family who relies on public transportation but could
not afford monthly passes," he says. "I'd like to see
some changes put into place to help people, such as
raising the age you can ride free from four to five."

Introducing The
Western Canada's Largest
Adult Emporium

Prin ess
Breakfast

ch Daily Monday to Sa

Sexy lingerie, for him & her, Lotions and Potions,
Leather Gear, Fetish Gear, Adult Toys, )0(X UN,
shop online.
808C0. „IMP 3807
www.drscreet.mb.ca - www.discreetvideos.ca
340 Donald St. Winnipeg. MB • 947-1307
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Students and faculty order any platter
and receive tree coffee or fountain pop.

Eat in or Take out
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Media
Monopolies
Taylor Burgess

ultratails@gmail.com

Technology and Ethics
INSTRUCTOR DISCUSSES OUR 21ST CENTURY RESPONSIBILITY
Kim Kaschor

kaschoroni@hotmail.com
Students at Red River College learn to work with
some of the most up-to-date technology available. But
one RRC instructor, Dr. Peter Denton, who teaches
Technical Communications and Ethics at the college, is
asking students to be conscious of how and why they
use technology in the 21st century. He is worried that
society does not question or examine the reasons why
and how it uses technology.
"To get something new we must surrender what
is old," said Denton, a guest speaker at a speakers'
series put on by the University of Winnipeg Alumni
Association. His topic of discussion was "Technology,
Religion & Human Security in the 21st century." One
of his arguments was that society has come to believe
that change equals progress, and that we are forced
into doing things a certain way because it is the latest
trend and not because it is the best thing to do. We no
longer assess the need for certain technologies, nor do
we seem to care.
Ursula Franklin, a world renowned physicist
known for bringing a humanitarian and feminist voice
to the world of science and technology, calls this "a

culture of compliance". Denton calls it "a culture of
surrender".
According to Denton, our surrender to technology
is evident in as simple an action as downloading the
latest update for computer software. Most of us don't
understand why our program needs the update, but we
go along with it anyway.
But is this the socially responsible thing to do? Not
if technology is driven by ideology, he says.
Science and technology are the products of a particular set of values and beliefs, according to Denton. If
this is true, then our complacent use of that technology
furthers the goals of a particular society. But do we
share that society's goals?
According to Denton, technology is "fundamental
to every culture," developed appropriately to ensure a
culture's survival. In western society, Denton said, we
have felt compelled to search for technology that is
mechanical, predictable, and controlling.
"We have other tools, but we are predisposed to using tools that break things around them," he explained.
"We already have all the tools we need to fix the
world's problems," claimed Denton. "It's the appropriate use of technology we've lost sight of."

Immigrants Face Academic
Hurdles in Manitoba Institutions
Lena Franford

hola18985@hotmail.com
Winnipeg is known for being a multi-cultural city and
Canada prides itself on being a multi-cultural nation.
Yet, the largest hurdle for immigrants when they establish their new homes next to ours is that provincial
and federal governments have laws that don't recognise
their education or require them to significantly upgrade
it before they can work in the field in which they were
trained. Skilled newcomers, trained as doctors, lawyers
and engineers, end up working as janitors or pizza
delivery drivers.
Ron Schuler, former critic of labour and immigration and current MLA for the constituency
of Springfield in Manitoba, says that "government
officials have been dealing with this issue for years, but
it's a really tough issue to deal with."
Noureddine S., 28, came to Canada from France
just over a year ago in Nov. 2006. Originally from
Morocco, Noureddine studied for four years in Morocco,
and then five years in France to get his master's degree
in business management.
"In order to have your previous post-secondary edu-

cation recognized here in Canada, you need to bring the
syllabus, and pay $75 non-refundable to the university.
The university will look it over and tell you if you meet
the requirements. Then you have to take the final exam
and pay for it. If you don't pass the exam you need to
pay to retake the course," says Noureddine.
This is an issue because immigrants coming to
Canada have a hard time getting a job without references, and to get referenced they need to have their
credentials be recognized.
"What I don't like is that people come to Canada to
improve their situation, but end up working so hard to
get there that sometimes they quit trying," Noureddine
says.
Currently, Noureddine is a student in the english for professional purposes program at Red River
College's Notre Dame Campus. The program is five
months of intensive English studies, after which
Noureddine plans on transferring to the Princess Street
Campus to study computer accountant technician.
"Maybe through this program I will get the
Canadian practical skills I need to blend in. If I would
go back to university, it would take a lot of time to get a
degree which I already have," he says.

On Nov. 19, the Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) began hearings on CanWest Global Communications Corp.'s proposed acquisition of Alliance Atlantis Communications
Inc. The issue of the hearings is that CanWest's business partner for the deal, Goldman Sachs, a New Yorkbased investment firm, might hold a majority of the
Canadian broadcaster's shares in the future, depending
on CanWest's financial situation.
If the CRTC approves the deal, 13 specialty channels will join the 10 channels the broadcast corporation
already owns. CanWest also owns a number of daily
newspapers across the country, including The National
Post, The Gazette in Montreal, and the Ottawa Citizen.
According to critics, having so many publications
and stations under one umbrella corporation is not
necessarily serving the needs of Canadian audiences.
The Canadian Press reported on Nov. 11 that 200 jobs
had been cut across CanWest newsrooms countrywide. According to the article, CanWest was squeezing
as much money together as it could for the Alliance
Atlantis purchase.
Dr. Robert Hackett, a professor at Simon Fraser
University in British Columbia, is a researcher and
scholar of media democratization and political communication. He says that it's a problem facing newsrooms
all over North America.
"It isn't intentional. It's only a by-product of trying to rationalize and redirect resources," he says, in
reference to media consolidation. "Journalism is under
serious siege."
According to Hackett, the biggest consequence of
media conglomeration is that it ultimately reduces the
diversity in voices.
"In most Canadian cities, there is not much competition. Here in Vancouver, one company owns two of
the dailies," he says.
Those two publications are the Province and the
Vancouver Sun, both owned by CanWest.
Hackett says that another problem with media
conglomeration is that owners expect all of their newspapers' editorial content to reflect their political views.
"When Conrad Black owned the National Post, he
expected certain editorial content. Now the Aspers are
trying to influence the editorial content towards their
interventionist political views," he says.
Canadian magazine Adbusters has recently been
very vocal about the media conglomeration (one of its
Canadian editions of an issue was titled "The Death of
Canadian Journalism") that has been occurring. They
are calling for more government intervention.
But the CRTC has made efforts to control the
amount of consolidation that occurs. In June of this
year, for example, it allowed CTVglobemedia to buy
CHUM Limited, with the exception of five CityTV
television stations, because that would exceed the
CRTC's limits in those five specific markets. The CRTC
stated that it may have considered CTVglobemedia's
proposal if the stations produced a lot of local content for a smaller community. However, the CRTC
doubted that this would happen, citing its reason as
CTVglobemedia's decline in revenue over a number of
years.
Hackett has suggestions of how independent
voices in the media can be heard again, and sustained.
He suggests that the government put taxes on broadcasting, and charge a "spectrum fee," which means
larger fees for larger broadcasters. These fees could go
into a fund, which would serve as a resource for smaller
broadcasters.
"The government needs to support smaller broadcasting companies and independent producers, as we
already do for film companies and smaller corporations,"
he says.
But Hackett insists that Canadians have to want
a change in media corporations before the Canadian
government will make changes.
"It will take a social movement to stop media concentration," Hackett says.
He suggests that anyone that is interested should
sign up for Canadians for Democratic Media, an organization that is for media reform. Its website is www.
DemocraticMedia.ca.
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I Write What I Like
newsprojector@gmail.com

Ninety Years On: A
Socialist Defends the
Revolution against a
Quiet Liberal
"Sometimes years go by and
weeks happen; sometimes
weeks go by and years happen," wrote V.I. Lenin of the
Russian October Revolution of 1917— a revolution that shook the world. A revolution which, to
this day, stands as the most important political
event of the twentieth century, the most dramatic example of workers democracy, and an inspiration to workers struggling against the oppression
of capitalism worldwide.
It was a revolution that struck fear into the
heart of ruling classes around the world, and
undoubtedly still leaves the curiously quiet Mr.
Neill checking his bathroom for Bolsheviks. But
what can we learn from this revolution? Why is it
still relevant—despite Neill and his cronies clinking their glasses to its demise?
The October Revolution came at a time
of imperialist war, declining colonial empires
and worldwide worker dissatisfaction. At the
beginning of the twentieth century, those
most affected by capitalist exploitation in the
factories of Europe and North America looked
toward the October Revolution as a victory for
the working class. Union membership swelled
during this time, and the solidarity from general
strikes—notably here in Winnipeg—won gains
for workers that can still be felt today: minimum

wages, the eight-hour work day and the fortyrated into a murderous autocratic bureaucracy—
hour week. It was through the revolutionary
definitely not the intention of the October revoexperience that workers formed their politics and
lutionaries—the shift to Stalinism does not, and
realised that a world free from exploitation and
should not, discount the radical alternative to
alienation was possible. Lenin would say that all
capitalism imagined by Lenin and the Bolsheviks.
the workers needed to do was give history a little
Today the bourgeoisie of the world brazenly
push. Unfortunately, everywhere except Russia,
proclaim the "end of history", proclaiming the
the revolutionary wave was beaten back.
dominance of liberalism throughout the world.
The importance of the October Revolution
One of Neill's greatest heartthrobs, Margaret
is the act of revolution itself. While previous
Thatcher, even said "there is no alternative" to
revolutions only replaced monarchies with
capitalism today. Rumour has it that Mr. Neill's
bourgeois state structures, never before had a
absence from the world of Projector columns
revolution given a voice to peasants and factory
is due to this torrid affair; some say it's on the
workers. For the first time, workers took control
rocks.
of factories
Well,
and farms.
90 years
Soviets—
later, the
This revolution was not just economic and political; Bolsheviks
democratically run
it was a social revolution that changed the fabric of would be
bodies of
happy to
Russian society—a change that was supported by such see sigworkers in
factories,
notable artists and scientists as Picasso and Einstein. nificant
towns,
opposition
farms
to capitaland even
ism still
armies—offered a radical alternative to the
exists. Nowhere is this more apparent than in
drudgery of wage slavery and genuine democratic Latin America. In Venezuela and Bolivia in parparticipation in decisions and the production
ticular, where social movements are formulating
process. And for a while this system flourished.
their struggles against capitalism, and in Mexico
Art, literature, dance, music and creativity flowed where the Zapatistas have identified capitalism
from the revolutionary experience. This revoluas their greatest problem. Despite fundamental
tion was not just economic and political; it was
differences in political strategy, these struggles
a social revolution that changed the fabric of
are defining culture, politics, and society for
Russian society—a change that was supported by millions in Latin America, just as the October
such notable artists and scientists as Picasso and
Revolution did for Russians.
Einstein.
Mr. Neill, I look forward to your response.
While the Soviet Union eventually deterio-

January 2008 Convocation
Ceremonies
Wednesday, January 16, 2008
7:30 p.m., Notre Dame Campus
School of Construction & Engineering Technologies
School of Transportation, Aviation & Manufacturing
School of Continuing & Distance Education

Thursday, January 17, 2008
7:30 p.m., Notre Dame Campus
School of Business & Applied Arts
School of Health Sciences & Community Services
School of Indigenous Education
School of Learning Innovation

Convocation attire must be worn if you are attending the ceremonies.
If you haven't received your Convocation Information package in the mail
including your gown order form by Friday, December 14th, please visit one
of our Student Service Centres Notre Dame Campus—D101
Princess Street Campus—P104
or call Enrolment Services at 632-2327
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WHAT YOU CAN DO

Siloam's Mission for the Holidays
Nicole Trunzo

devilishprincess17@hotmail.com
While you create your Christmas list this year, consider
the Winnipeggers who will wish for a place to sleep, a
meal, or a family to share the season with.
John Mohan, CEO of Siloam Mission, is confident
that they can make those wishes reality. They offer a
Christmas Eve dinner for close to 600 people, and a
Christmas Day Brunch for 400. And the meals don't
end there.
"We're open 365 days a year, because there is
hunger 365 days a year," Mohan said.
"Everybody had a childhood dream of significance,
and nobody thought that they would be here," said
Mohan.
He elaborates that childhood environment is a big
factor behind adulthood addictions and homelessness.
"If you address one issue, it starts to help others, it
gives them hope that what they are living doesn't have
to be their destiny," he said.
Chris Moore can definitely agree with that. Moore
travelled to Winnipeg from Ottawa with a friend who
had no driver's licence, preventing them from returning. He became trapped in the life of Main Street and
alcohol addiction. Then he found Siloam Mission.
"When I was stuck and didn't know who to talk to,
they actually came up to me," Moore said. "If I hadn't
come to the Mission, I would be in serious trouble,
probably under a bridge somewhere. It's a godsend."

Moore is now part of MOST (Mission: Off the
Street Team), a partnership with the Downtown Biz
that employs members of the Mission full-time to work
on downtown beautification projects.
"Siloam is like a family, I will definitely be coming
here on Christmas," said Moore with a smile as bright
as the neon orange vest he wears for work.
The Mission works with constant compassion
towards its patrons. Siloam has developed programs
to meet many needs of the homeless, including: a hightech medical office, an art and computer centre, and
over 90 beds for patrons to sleep in each night. They
recognize help is more than just a meal.
For Christmas, the Mission organizes two gift
drives for parents who would love nothing more than
to give their children a present.
"It is as much for the parent's self-esteem, as it is
for the children," Mohan said.
"The programs are at no charge to the needy, but
they still do not come free," said Mohan.
That is why they rely on support from the community, be that donations or volunteers. The Mission
receives approximately four per cent of their monetary
support from the government. The other 96 per cent
is a product of generosity from churches, corporations,
and individuals.
For more information on Siloam Mission, you can
visit their website at www.siloammission.com or call
(204) 956-4344.

1. Volunteer your time, You set your own
commitment level and schedule.
2. Donate money. This money will sponsor
all of the programs they run.
Donate food. This food will be used towards daily meals, or special meals like
Christmas dinner

4.

Donate gently used or new clothing.
Men's clothing is in highest demand as
80 per cent of their patrons are males.
Blue jeans, socks, and underwear are
also in high demand.

5.

Sponsor a meal for $2.58. For the cost of
a medium Iced Capp from Tim Hortons,
you will not only sponsor a meal but
provide funding towards other programs.

6

Donate toys, reading materials, or stuffed
animals.
Listen to the Change Happens Radiothon
on CHVN on Dec.13.

Learn the issues of poverty and home8. lessness, and become an advocating
voice for the poor

Credibility in Leadership
Jack Duckworth

revjack@mts.net
"The great illusion of leadership is to think that
humans can be led out of the spiritual desert
by someone, who has never been there." - Henri
Nouwen.
Credible leaders go first and accomplish their
tasks with integrity. The most accomplished
leaders put other people first. They succeed, in
part, by using these three ideas:
First, credible leaders are in touch with their
people. So get to know your team, learn about
their lives, know their team roles, and relate
to them with genuine interest. You serve and
motivate others best by knowing their strengths
then opening opportunities for growth. Through
genuine human relationships, trust is earned and
new possibilities are provided to release emerging leaders into new ventures.
Second, credible leaders make meaning.
Through the team's day-to-day life affirm the
members' personal values and commitments.
This creates meaning because the team knows
you care about them and, consequently, they care
for each other. Together, you serve the quality
of the lives that drive the enterprise. Credible
leaders quickly learn how to share common interest and views of life as they freely share information about the project.
Third, credible leaders teach through moments of learning. When someone makes a decision that is inconsistent with the team's stated
values, credible leaders take advantage of the
.

moment to teach. This is done by affirming the
individual while reasserting core values, correcting inconsistencies and misdirection, and holding
the team accountable to their purposes.
Credibility is earned through experience.
To accomplish the task, experience that creates
integrity gives each person involved the purpose
to serve others with humility and meekness.
This empowers the leader to change the worlds
around him or her because the motive to lead is
found outside one's self.
Nouwen, speaking of credible spiritual life,
teaches that leadership flows out of our personal
and into our public life. Credible leadership is
walking the talk in the manner that an ancient
7th century BC prophet taught when he said
"strength of our spiritual life is discovered in quietness and confidence," (Isaiah 30:15). As a pastor and chaplain I see this source outside of one's
self in the person and work of Jesus of Nazareth.
He demonstrated credible servant leadership, he
knew his people and mission, he walked the talk,
and he changed our world. This offers credible
leadership potential to all who discover ultimate
leadership.

Jack Duckworth is a volunteer chaplain at RRC
Notre Dame Campus and the University of Winnipeg,
and pastors the First Presbyterian Church at 61
Picardy Place, Winnipeg. He spent 10 years working
in student ministry (IVCF) and invites comments
and dialogue in matters related to leadership, faith,
and student life. He can be contacted at 775-0414
or revjack@mts.net.

Got Your 2008 ISIC Yet?
Your 2007 card
expires when the
New Year rings in!
To avoid any hassles, get
your 2008 ISIC from
Travel CUTS or your student
union before heading
home for the holidays.
The ISIC entitles you to over 38,000 discounts worldwide!
Save on VIA Rail, Greyhound, flights and other travel options
at Travel CUTS, admissions to museums and attractions, retail
and food purchases & more.

473 Portage Ave.
783.5353
1-888-FLY-CUTS (359-2887)

TRAVEL CUTS

Canada's Student Travel Experts

www.travelcuts.com
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Victim of Circumstance
goatsong@rocketmail.com
For the last issue of 2007, I thought
it would be great to take a look back
at some of the important events that
helped shape our world in the past
year. These events are not up for
debate and should be taken as gospel
truths.
The first event that rocked our
world happened on Monday, Aug.
27, with the publication of my first
column in the Projector: "Victim of
Circumstance". This was a colossal event, in that it heralded in a new era of journalism. No longer were readers
expected to sit there and pretend to read, this gave them
an actual reason. You're welcome for all of my witty comments on "Back to School," such as, "Much like peeing your
pants while on a rollercoaster, the first days of school can
be both exhilarating and dreadful."
Lost in the celebration of that first column was another
article I wrote that took on the culture of steroids. Here's
a gem referring to wrestlers you might have missed: "See,
steroids make your testicles smaller, so when your opponent misses and actually hits you there, you won't feel
much of anything (and neither will he)." - Proof that I'm
not afraid to tackle the hard issues.
My next two columns were a one-two punch of female-ocity! Even though this is a "clips" column, I still went out of
my way to make up a word for you readers. First I started
with a defence of Avril Lavigne, and then I went and declared a truce in my fight against Jennifer Aniston. While
I have yet to see any sort of rewards for my chivalrous
gesture, I am holding out that one of them lets me cop a
feel someday.
I then awed the collective readership with my penetrating
story on all the shootings and crime in the city. I went
beyond the headlines and dug deep to uncover facts that
some argue do not even exist. I offered constructive solutions to these problems and did not succumb to the lowest
common denominator "political" writings that so many in
the city offer. I also called out a girl from high school that
I had the hots for but who never gave me the time of day.
Now you're in two of my columns Francie Stevens - how do
you like me now?
What will the new year bring for the Victim of
Circumstance column? I've got a groundbreaking story on
the lack of new nursery rhymes, an investigative column
on why it takes more than twenty minutes in the oven for
five-minute fries, and finally, laugh and cry with me as I go
undercover as a "bro".
I wish you all good health in the new year so that you can
continue to read my column.

Honore Jaxon

LOUIS RIEL'S ECCENTRIC SECRETARY REVEALED

Christopher Gareau

cgareau@live.ca
Honore Jaxon: Prairie Visionary
By Donald B. Smith
•
Coteau Books, 294 pages, $25
On the eve of the 122nd anniversary of Louis Riel's
execution, Nov. 15, Dr. Donald B. Smith gave a presentation on his new book Honore Jaxon: Prairie Visionary,
at the Rudolf Rocker Cultural Centre in Winnipeg's
Exchange District.
This is the third and final instalment in the Prairie
Imposters trilogy by Dr. Smith, who has been teaching
canadian history at the University of Calgary since 1974.
Jaxon's story was first summarized to the audience
gathered at the centre by folk-singer James Keelaghan's
song Honore. The centre's namesake, a renowned anarchist, had actually met Jaxon in Winnipeg in 1910.
Honore Jaxon was born William Henry Jackson
in Toronto in 1861. Dr. Smith described him as "a
full-blooded Methodist." Jackson left university where
he studied political theory and moved with his parents
to Prince Albert in what is now Saskatchewan in 1882
after the family business went under. It is.here that the
young William Jackson went from political observer
to participant. He started to publish a newssheet, The
Voice of the People, and started organizing disenfranchised westerners to support politicians who sought a
•

•"

° ' '

This biography is loaded with information compiled
over 30 years by Smith, with 55 pages of endnotes to
prove just how much research went into it. All of this
research goes into a generally well-flowing book. At
times, the history professor puts too much focus on dry
information that takes away from-the story and makes it
start to read like a textbook.
The young William Jackson's biggest decision was to
become Louis Riel's secretary in 1884-85, until the fall
of Batoche and the arrest and execution of Riel. Jackson,
who played a large role in organizing the Natives, Metis,
and white sympathizers against the "tyranny" of the
federal government but refused to take part in the
violence, was tried for treason. He was sentenced to
an insane asylum, mostly on the basis of giving up his
strong Methodist roots and becoming Catholic.
A nude William Jackson would escape from the
asylum and assume a Metis identity, going by the name
Honore Jaxon. Jaxon became a labour rights leader
and anarchist in Chicago. He then moved to New York
City and tried to compile a library for the "Metis and
American Indian." The amazing photograph of Jaxon
and his collection on the cover of Dr. Smith's book was
taken shortly after Jaxon's eviction from his New York
apartment in Dec. 1951.
He would die four weeks after his eviction. The
90-year-old Jaxon failed to earn his keep shovelling coal
for the building, and his huge collection was deemed a
fire hazard. When piled on the sidewalk, the old man's
library of paper-stuffed cartons and boxes was six feet

high, 10 feet deep, and
35 feet long. He stood
guard by his library
until he was forced to.
sell most of it as waste
paper.
Jaxon's life is a
fascinating one, and
this book doesn't
leave anything
behind: from
Jaxon's time as
Louis Riel's secretary and his
relationship
with Gabriel
Dumont's
16-year-old
niece to his
anarchist
meetings in the
Chicago Times' building under
the editors who sarcastically dubbed him
"Chicago's long-haired child of destiny".
Honore Jaxon was preoccupied throughout his life
with making people think. Donald B. Smith uses Jaxon's
eccentric life to make his readers think.
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Local Music Schemes
Darrin Bauming
mr.bauming@gmail.com
With the new year quickly approaching, local music lovers in Winnipeg are blatantly aware of the possible fate
of one of the city's most historic live music venues come
2008. But should they really be worried?
The Royal Albert Arms, a 94-year-old hotel and
beverage room known for its beer-soaked traditions of
hosting local punk, metal, and hip-hop acts in Winnipeg
will officially change ownership on Jan. 1. New owner
Daren Jorgenson purchased "the Albert," as it is most
commonly known, earlier this year. The Internet
pharmaceutical guru has had his eye on the property
that stands next to his salon and spa on Albert Street for
over three years.
The widespread concern within the local music
community lies in what Jorgenson will do with the
legendary locale that has housed countless musicians
for well over 20 years. Bands such as Green Day, NOFX,
Propagandhi, and Nickleback are just some of the now
famous acts that have graced the stage at the Albert during their pursuit of musical immortality. Even a young
Dave Grohl hit some skins on the Albert's tiny stage
back in 1988.
Sam Smith, a local music promoter who got his
start in the business booking shows at the Albert, says
renovations are still very speculative and not much will
change immediately in the new year.
"It should be business as usual by the third week of
January. The main focus is that we are trying to maintain much of the charm, or sometimes lack thereof the
Albert has right now. There's a lot of respect for this
room, and we want to maintain this sacred venue."
Smith, who has signed a one-year contract agreement to be Jorgenson's main promoter and booking
agent, describes the new owner's plans for the property
as a long-term project.
"Upstairs it is going to change, but the main floor

will remain utterly recognizable. We might put in new
bathroom fixtures, clean it up a little, and maybe get a
better green room for the bigger bands."
Meanwhile, Wayne Townes Jr., son of the former
owner and 17-year veteran of the daily operation of the
Albert, believes the venue will experience more significant changes.
"We think he's going to start going a little higher
class with the music, and with a higher class venue. Less
punk, less metal... less broken beer bottles, which is
going to kill it, I think."
Smith disagrees.
"The acts at the Albert in 2008 will be anything from
black-metal to hip hop, from indie-pop and rock 'n' roll
to punk," says Smith. "We've got lots of interesting stuff
in the works for April."
Townes Jr., who now works the front desk of
his father's newly acquired Winnipeg Hotel, says the
immediate response to the sale of the Albert has been
very negative, especially by those who perform there
regularly.
"The band members want to know who's going to
treat them like we did. All we tell them is we're not dead,
we're just moving."
Wayne Townes Sr. describes the sale of the Albert as
a deal he couldn't refuse, and along with the recent sale
of another one of his venues, the Collective Cabaret and
Die Machine on Osborne Street, the Townes family have
plans in the works to open new venues in Winnipeg.
The Winnipeg Hotel will soon begin a four-band
rotation of Saturday afternoon blues jams with the
sound system recently brought over from the Collective.
Townes Jr. also talks of a possible expansion of the
Winnipeg Hotel's `Redboine Room' into the Fat Angel
Bistro and Ms. Purdy's Ladies Club. These two adjacent
properties on the 200 block of Main Street were acquired along with the Winnipeg Hotel in June, and have
been vacant for three and six years respectively.
"We might just bring some bigger shows in here. The
.

location is good, so who knows?" says Townes Jr.
Also in the sights of the Townes family is a purchase of the soon-to-be vacated Wild Planet store at
310 Donald Street. Located near the corner of Portage
Avenue and Donald Street, the building includes three
6,000-square-foot floors with a 2,000-square-foot mezzanine level. The main level, along with the mezzanine,
would house a whopping 8,000-square-foot live concert
venue, with the two floors above rented either as offices
or as a rehearsal space for local bands. Although a deal
for the building is still far from finalized, Townes Jr.
remains optimistic
"I don't know if it's going to happen, but I hope so.
Regardless, that won't be until June or July."

If The Bombers Won the Grey Cup...
A FANTASY SPORTS COLUMN
The Sports Story
derek_jory@hotmail.com

fr,

In sports, timing is everything. A split-second can
be the difference between a
game-winning touchdown
® a grab and another incom.
plete pass.
Derek
Although not as severe,
Jory
column writing is also all
about timing. Coming up
with a topic that will be relevant when the
release date rolls around is important, and
also very difficult.
I was hoping the timing of this particular
column would have worked out a little better
because I wanted to discuss, and congratulate,
the 2007 Grey Cup champions. But with a
submission deadline of Nov. 23 (three days
before the Grey Cup final), it's a little tough
for me to talk about the big game, but I have
figured out a way to make this work.
I'm just going to assume that Winnipeg
won.
This means that my column is either going to make you stand up and cheer for your
Bombers once more, or you'll hate me a little
for jinxing the blue-and-gold by writing this
prior to the game.
So the Bombers win their first Grey Cup
since 1990, which undoubtedly means that
Milt Stegall was also named MVP for hauling

in six catches for 110 yards and a touchdown,
and that my man Troy Westwood helped, not
hindered, Winnipeg in the win. Now both veterans can ride off into the sunset with some
shiny new bling, just the way the football gods
intended it.
Oh yeah, I forgot to mention that Ryan
Dinwiddie surprised everyone with his leadership and poise, and despite making a few mistakes, he was a major reason why the Bombers
have brought home the cup.
But it certainly wasn't an easy win. It was
a hard-fought battle, so much so that fans
hugged after the game in sheer appreciation for having been a part of it. They even
traded jerseys and danced around in circles.
And while the latter may not exactly be true,
Winnipeg fans did do a little jig every time the
Riders turned the ball over - that's too many
jigs to count if you were trying to keep track.
The victory parade is now the only business left to take care of, but that is also presumably over with too, so I'll just say that Sam
Katz really looked like a dork doing whatever
he did. Of all my assumptions, this one really
isn't even fair to make because you know it's
true. My worst nightmare came to life seeing
Katz in that Bombers jersey; heck, I'd draft
Mr. Burns over him.
So there you have it. The Winnipeg Blue
Bombers are the 2007 Grey Cup champions,
but don't worry, even if that's not true, at
least they're not from Saskatchewan.
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Facebook used as a
social utility for grassroots change
Jess Hassard
Jhassarl @iam.uwinnipeg.ca
A Facebook group is igniting debate about absentee
landlords of heritage buildings in the Exchange District.
The group, called "Protect the Heritage Buildings of
Winnipeg from Demolition by Neglect," has attracted
almost 300 members since it began in late August.
Daren Jorgenson, chief ideas officer of Jorgenson
Companies, started the group. Jorgenson Companies
owns Vault Salon on Albert Street and has purchased
the Royal Albert Arms hotel next door. Angered by
building owners that did not want to develop, maintain,
or sell their properties, Jorgenson decided to do something about it.
"City council past, and city council present have not
properly addressed issues of demolition by neglect," says
Jorgenson.
However, city council is making progress. The King
Building situated on 104 King St. has survived a fire and
decades of neglect, but will collapse this winter if not
reinforced. This 112-year-old structure occupies prime
real estate in the heart of the Exchange and is often

used as a backdrop for film shoots.
The group took out a full page newspaper ad the day
before the city officials' decision was made to whether or
not to save the building. At the October council meeting the motion was passed. Taxpayers are fronting the
more than $600,000 bill for Bedford Investments, the •
King Building's owners, until the property tax bills go
out next year. If Bedford doesn't cough up, the building
could be sold.
Jorgenson says that he hopes this intervention will
help to create policy in the future. The group has suggested to city council that owners who sit on heritage
buildings that are not being maintained, developed, or
sold should have their property taxes hiked to match
any legitimate offer to buy that is refused.
Robert Galston is an officer on the Facebook group,
and occasionally freelances for the Winnipeg Free Press.
He believes that a lack of enforcement of city bylaws
contributes to the problem of demolition by neglect.
"There has been a lot of good talk about this, but the
amount of action hasn't matched the talk," says Galston.
"We need to work to make sure this doesn't happen again
throughout the years."

Galston says that losing too many
heritage buildings will devastate
the area.
"The whole of a neighborhood is greater than the sum
of its parts."
Echoing Galston,
Jorgenson says he wants to
encourage politicians to make
smart choices that respect the
national heritage designation.
"Not next year, but
slowly you'll notice it
in like ten years. If
a group of us is
successful, you'll
have an area that
is extremely
vibrant," says
Jorgenson.

Aboriginal curator chosen for National Gallery
Mark Reimer
markreimer@mts.net
If you're like me, when you think 'art
gallery' and 'Winnipeg', the first thing
that comes to mind is the Winnipeg
Art Gallery. However, there is a smaller
artist-run gallery in the city that's
making a major impact in Canada, and
the world.
The Urban Shaman Gallery, located
at 290 McDermot Ave., is the largest
aboriginal artist-run gallery in Canada.
Steve Loft, the gallery's director, has
recently been chosen as the first curator-in-residence at the National Gallery
of Canada's Indigenous Art gallery. The
position lasts two years and begins Jan.
7, 2008.
Loft started in the art industry at
the Native Indian/Inuit Photographers'
Association, the first Native artist-run
gallery in the country. He has spent
the last five years at the Urban Shaman
Gallery, developing it into a gallery that
is recognized around the world as a
leader in contemporary aboriginal art.
"The National Gallery has not been
good at displaying aboriginal art," Loft
says. "Of the 40,000 pieces currently
in the gallery's possession, only 160 of
them are aboriginal art."
Loft believes the curators of
major galleries are responsible for the
deficiency.
"Curators from traditional
European art perspectives cannot look
outside of that box; they don't understand art from other cultures and from
other mediums."
Loft has noticed a slow change in
the way the National Gallery views ab-

original art over the last several years.
"Most of the old dinosaurs are gone,"

says Loft, "It's not a white man's club
anymore."
The two-year residency will allow
Loft to research and write about
aboriginal art.
"You have to go in with the attitude
that you will be doing things to address the art communities needs, and
it needs to address aboriginal art," Loft
says.
He will also organize two touring
shows.
The two-year time limit was
imposed on the position to allow a
wide variety of ideas to permeate the
National Gallery of Canada.
"It really enlivens the program
when you have a time limit," Loft says.
Loft is realistic about his goals at
the gallery, and realizes that change
comes slowly.
"The institution itself will not
change significantly," he says, "but I
want to leave and say, 'Good, I got to do
something that wouldn't have happened otherwise."
Allison Yearwood, the program
coordinator at Urban Shaman Gallery,
expects Loft will have a positive effect
on the gallery.
"It will be a great opportunity for
aboriginal art. He's a great visionary,"
she says.
She also hopes lie will be able to
generate awareness of contemporary
aboriginal art.
"It's not just canoes and teepees,"
she says, "It's art that just happens to
have been made by an aboriginal."
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Remembering Our Dead
Braden Alexander
braden2003@hotmail.com
Over 80 people gathered in an empty parking lot on
Main St. on Tuesday, Nov. 20, candles in hand. They
stood together, huddled against the cold, to memorialize
the Transgender Day of Remembrance.
Every November, cities across the world recognize
this day in honour of those who have died due to prejudice and hatred against transgender individuals.
The heterosexuals, homosexuals, bisexuals, crossdressers, drag queens, and transgender individuals who
comprised the crowd listened intently while several
guest speakers listed the graphic hatred-based deaths
since January 2006. Most of the deaths described were
violent, some terrifying, and all were horribly tragic.
Ruby Rodriguez of San Francisco, California was found

strangled and naked in the street on Mar. 16, 2007.
Maribelle Reyes of Houston, Texas died from AIDS on
Aug. 30, 2007 after several centres refused to treat her
because she was a transgender woman. The list, sadly,
seemed to never end.
Guest speakers included Shelly Smith, the creative
director of Rainbow Resource Centre, and Dale Chad
Smith, a social worker at the Men's Resource Centre.
Jennifer Howard, the MLA representing Fort Rouge,
was one of the guest speakers who read from the list of
tragedies. She believes it is both an honour and her duty
to attend such an event.
"I think it's important to speak up against violence
and intolerance wherever it occurs," says Howard.
She stayed after the ceremony to join transgender
individuals and allies in a small reception that included
food, conversation, and a dance party.

The Transgender Day of Remembrance began in
1999 with the friends and family of Rita Hester, the victim of what is believed to be a prejudice-based murder.
They created the "Remembering Our Dead" web project
and initiated a candle-lit vigil in California to honour
Hester and other victims like her around the world.
This was Winnipeg's third annual Transgender Day
of Remembrance. The event first kicked off in our city
with the help of Rune Breckon, co-founder and co-coordinator, and funding from the Rainbow Resource Centre
and the University of Manitoba Student's Union.
Transphobia, Breckon says, is rampant. She's heavily motivated to take the first steps against it.
"I recognize the need for an action and recognition
agency," she says. "We can make a difference."

Winnipeg embraces World AIDS Day
Paul Blawat
paulblawat@hotmail.com
Winnipeg is doing its part in the fight against AIDS.
On Saturday, Dec. 1, to coincide with World AIDS
Day, UNICEF Prairie Region is sponsoring a benefit in
support of the global campaign UNITE for Children,
UNITE against AIDS. The benefit takes place at the
Pyramid Cabaret, and will feature Winnipeg's own
Grand Analog as headliners.
Andrea Pratt, community partnerships and special
events manager for UNICEF Prairie Region, said the
Dec. 1 show is an attempt to begin a series of events
which will promote UNICEF's goal of creating an HIVfree generation.
"We're attempting to engage a young demographic
of people. The Grand Analog show is the first in a series
of events encouraging younger people to get involved
in preventing the further spread of AIDS," says Pratt.
"Having the show on World AIDS Day resonates with
people."
The proceeds from the benefit will go to youth
AIDS prevention programs in eight different countries:
China, Mozambique, India, Ukraine, Jamaica, Trinidad
and Tobago, Guyana, and Namibia.
Pratt feels that Grand Analog is a perfect fit for the
show.
"They're well known in the community. They have
that old-school hip-hop sound we were looking for,"
says Pratt. "This will help to get UNICEF's message out
into the community.

"Everyone remembers the black and orange box
the trick-or-treaters wear on Halloween. We want to
bring UNICEF's efforts back into focus," says Pratt.
"The HIV/AIDS pandemic is massive in scope. We know
how to prevent further spread of the disease - through
knowledge and awareness."
Odario Williams of Grand Analog needed little
convincing to do the show.
"Someone from UNICEF was at one of our shows.
They asked if we were cool with doing a fundraiser."
Williams couldn't possibly say no.
"The cause was all I needed to say yes to the fundraiser."
"No one can tackle the AIDS pandemic on their
own," says Williams. "It's such an incredible cause. This
is our contribution. Doing a fundraiser is our way of
giving to the community."
These types of events are not new to Williams.
"We've done music projects in cooperation with the
United Way and the United Nations. We would go to
high schools in urban areas and work with musicallyinclined high school students."
UNICEF began the UNITE for Children, UNITE
Against AIDS campaign in 2006. The campaign is
based on the Four Pillars Strategy directed at youth
- prevention, treatment, prevention of mother-to-child
transmission, and protection of those children affected
by AIDS. Fifteen million children have been orphaned
by the disease. To find out more or to donate to the
cause, contact www.uniteforchildren.org.
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Hot
Dogg
FROM LOST BOY OF
SUDAN TO RAPPER
Steve St. Louis
stevestlouis@gmail.com
Samuel Mijok Lang is a Lost Boy of Sudan, a new
Canadian citizen, and a rapper. His stage name is Hot
Dogg and it's no small miracle that he is alive today to
tell people his story.
At six feet five inches tall, with braided hair and in
oversized jeans and T-shirt, as is the trend in hip hop
fashion, Lang exudes confidence and warmth. He is
estimated to be around 21 years old, but his real age is
uncertain since there was no record-keeping and for that
matter, no doctor in his village at birth.
When Lang was about four years old, his village near
Panrieng was attacked by National Islamic Front forces
. With a group of boys aged three to 11, he fled his home
and never went back.
"Everything was burned to the ground," explains
Lang. "We spent three months walking, not knowing
where we were going."
Their journey, which ended at Panyado in Ethiopia,
was fraught with danger. Without any clothes on their
backs or shoes on their feet, the boys were targets for
wild animals. A hungry lion would charge into their
midst and snatch one of the smallest.
"Most of the young ones didn't make it," says Lang.
"They drowned when we had to cross a river or they
weren't strong enough to climb a tree when animals
attacked us."
"At night we would light a fire, sit in a circle and sing
songs to scare the animals away... I was very lucky to
survive because I was with good kids who knew my family and took care of me."
They survived on a diet of fruits, leaves, and dead
animals.
Panyado was the first refugee camp for the Lost
Boys and Girls of Sudan. Lang lived there from 1989 to
1991, at which time war broke out between Ethiopia and
Eritrea. The Eritrean rebels targeted anybody that was
in Ethiopia, shooting at the Lost Boys and Girls.
No longer safe in Panyado, they started traveling
back in the direction from which they came. Sudan still

wasn't safe either, but they didn't know any better. The
United Nations intercepted them near the border and relocated them to Kakuma refugee camp in Northwestern
Kenya.
"Life in Kakuma is really bad," explains Lang. "It
never rains and there are no jobs even if you want to
work. The good thing about Kakuma though, was I
could go to school. I started primary school in 1992."
Lang lived in Kakuma for 12 years until 2004 when
he was notified by the Canadian embassy that he'd been
selected to move to Canada. Following the lead of the
U.S., who had opened its doors to the Lost Boys and
Girls of Sudan beginning in 2001, Canada initiated its
own program to help these refugees. In 2004, Lang
arrived in Winnipeg to start a new life.
Lang got his first taste of hip hop music while
watching TV at a friend's house in Nairobi. He saw
music videos by Snoop Dogg, Eminem, and Nas and was
drawn in by the beats. One day near a shopping centre
in Nairobi, he came upon a video shoot for SomaliCanadian rapper K'naan.
It was his first encounter with live rap and K'naan
had a message that Lang could relate to: "K'naan was
talking about my story. He was talking a lot about pain.
I was motivated when I heard him telling people, 'Don't
let your history die, tell people this is what happened
in your life, let people know who you are and stay away
from bad influences."
Tara O'Connor is the community liaison at the
University of Winnipeg's Global College. She helps Lang

Daggermouth
Faye Armstrong
faybecakes@hotmail.com
"I've been shivering for the past fifteen minutes," says
Daggermouth vocalist Nick Leadlay, sitting at a table
at the Royal Albert Arms alongside bandmates Cory
Krieger (bass), and Dan Donald (drums), all sporting
heavy winter parkas.
Perhaps the Vancouver-based band, which played
at the Albert last night as part of their Turf Wars tour,
is more accustomed to the warm weather of California,
which they consider a second home. But that's not
stopping them from making the most of their Winnipeg
experience.
"Canada in the winter time is cold as fuck. But
Winnipeg has been better to us in every way than a lot
of places ever have. The hardcore scene is a lot stronger
here," says Donald.
That said, the boys are open to all crowds.
"It's easy to fall into the bands that won't give
you the time of day for anything. That's not our style,"
explains Krieger. "When we play a show, it's a good time.
We don't care who's there. We don't care if you're a metalhead or a squatter or a hardcore kid as long as you're
there to have a good time and watch our band. We're a

lot more open to everybody."
Daggermouth got their start in 2004 when guitarist Stuart McKillop decided it was time to get back
into the music scene. After the release of their 2005
album Stallone, and several changes in band members,
Daggermouth became the emerging hardcore band that
it is today.
"The unit that we have right now is the tightest
group I've ever been in," says Krieger. "Like everyone,
we have our times. Everyone will piss each other off but
in five minutes it's just over. We know our limits. We're
tight."
And you would have to be tight when you tour as
much as Daggermouth, who has spent the last year on
the road in their beloved white tour van.
"We've been on tour forever," continues Krieger. "A
band is a lot like a family or brothers or girlfriends. It's
tough sometimes, like any relationship, but then there
are the times where you just can't believe you have such
great people with you."
Krieger believes that this is the bond that will keep
Daggermouth together.
"It's been going nowhere but up," says Krieger. "It
keeps getting better. I don't think anything could make
us stop. Unless something happens to our van."

manage some of the demands that have surfaced as a
result of his music career. They met through her work in
the refugee community.
"He carries around a lot of pain. For him I think rap
is a healthy way for him to release some of that," she
says of Lang.
When Lang dropped off his demo CD at her office,
she was so impressed that her and husband Frank Albo
decided to produce it, pressing 1000 copies. Called Lost
In War, the album's launch party was held this past fall
at the Sudanese Cultural Centre. In attendance that
night was local hip hop veteran Pip Skid, who opened
the show, and Rob Altemeyer, the MLA for Wolseley.
Altemeyer, who has a background in world issues,
is a big supporter of Lang. They met while Lang was in
high school at Daniel McIntyre Collegiate and he made a
powerful impression on the legislator.
"He is a remarkable talent and a great storyteller,"
he says about Lang. "Hot Dogg is a very valuable bridge
between cultures. He's proud of his identity and he
celebrates it through his music."
Next year, with his new Canadian passport, Lang
plans to visit Darfur to play some shows and to visit his
old village to see how it looks. By sharing his story, he
wants to convince young people that nothing is impossible.
"Everything is all about committing to what you
want to be in this world."
Hot Dogg's music is online at myspace.cOm/hotdogg204.
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The Wretched Hive
of Scum and Villainy
srhoude shaw ca

Classic reviews
become modern

Three Cinematheque Reviews
Shawn Houde

srhoude@gmail.com

MY KID COULD PAINT THAT
Af the age of two, Marla Olmstead sold her first
painting for $250. At six, her paintings were selling for
tens of thousands and she was being hailed as the next
Jackson Pollock. In the documentary "My Kid Could
Paint That," director Amir Bar-Lev follows the young
life of Marla and her Upstate New York family as she
is discovered and praised for her gift in abstract art all
before entering kindergarten.
Marla is just a happy girl who loves to paint, but
as her fame increases, the media begins to question if
her art is authentic and if her parents are mastermind
con-artists.
But whether Marla is truly a prodigy is almost secondary, as the real story in this documentary is Marla
and her family's redemption after they are exploited by
the media.
"My Kid Could Paint That" is one of the best dots
I have ever seen, period. The family's struggles in the
public eye are heartbreaking, Marla's gift will have you
entranced, and it's a thriller-doc that's impossible to
disconnect with.
Is Pollock a genius? I'm not sure. What I do know is
that a four-year-old girl can do the same thing he did on
a canvas.
"My Kid Could Paint That" plays Cinematheque
from Dec 1-3 at 7:00 p.m., with possible show times in
January.

AUDIENCE OF ONE
If I lived in the Bible Belt, I would probably wrap
it around my throat like a noose. In one of the most
bizarre faith-related documentaries since "Jesus Camp"
comes "Audience of One," a documentary that follows a
San Francisco Pentecostal pastor and his quest to make
the most epic Christian film ever.
God has whispered into Pastor Richard Gazowsky's
ear that he (or she) wants a movie made in his (or her)
honour at any expense.
Director Mike Jacobs documents Gazowsky and
his followers as they begin production on "Gravity: the
Shadow of Joseph," a $50 million dollar epic that is described as "Star Wars" meets "The Ten Commandments."
But Gazowsky has no idea what he's doing. He

blows the entire budget shooting in Italy, casts members of his church in all the starring roles, and his faith
in Jesus and the hack production drive the hired, nonChristian film crew insane.
This epic mess is really like watching an episode
of "The Office," as there is always an unspoken, uncomfortable feeling from those caught up in the escalating
disasters. But Gazowsky, always dedicated to his faith
and his movie, practically calls religion's bluff when
faced with adversity.
Like "Trekkies," this documentary enters the world
of manic obsession with borderline fantasy, and I loved
every minute of it. It's a sin to miss this film.
"Audience of One" plays Cinematheque from Dec 27
to Jan 3 (except New Year's Eve) at 7:00 p.m.

WEIRDSVILLE
On the cold plains of Ontario, Royce (Wes Bentley)
and Dexter (Scott Speedman) are two harmless junkies
just trying to bury their dead friend Matilda (Taryn
Manning) after she overdoses. Too bad their burial spot
is also home to a Satanic ritual.
And in "The Big Lebowski" fashion, Royce and
Dexter are caught up in a series of escalating and
dangerous events. First, they must avoid the murderous
Satanists, who have also started a feud with local midgets, who are obsessed with medieval times. Secondly,
they must start their crime wave (or "crime ripple" as
Royce calls it) to pay off the local mob who use curling
equipment as weapons. And thirdly, they must comfort
Matilda who has been brought back from the dead
through a Satanist ritual.
In this stylized and absurd dramedy, director Allan
Boyle ("Empire Records") shifts between exploiting,
glamorizing, and taking a serious approach on drugs.
This is a drug movie, and could be considered the
Canadian version of "Trainspotting."
And like "Trainspotting," this movie really isn't
about drugs and crime, but rather the events in the
characters' past that influenced their present shallow
lives.
The Satanists don't really work in this film and neither do the midgets. But this is still a great and quirky
Canadian film worth checking out. As a person who
loves drug movies like "Requiem for a Dream" and "The
Salton Sea," this is a fine addition to my stash.
"Weirdsville" plays Cinematheque from Dec 1-6 at
9:30 p.m.

There are a lot of Internet
sites I read to gather up news
and information on movies.
The websites that I visit most
often include IMDB, Rotten
Tomatoes, and Ain't it Cool
News — all terrific websites for
the film obsessed.
But recently I've
been spending most of my time on the revamped
EbertAndRoeper.tv site.
Over the years, the website has evolved from including reviews in audio form to YouTube video style reviews
to the now current video archive of nearly every review
done by the Two Thumbs Up film critics.
Viewers can not only watch recent reviews of movies, but also classic reviews done over the past 20 years
by Roger Ebert, Richard Roeper, the late Gene Siskel, and
the various guest critics in between.
I've spent hours on the website watching classic reviews, so I thought I would share a few of my favourites.
One of the best reviews has to be for Ridley Scott's
Gladiator, simply because Ebert fucking hated it! I'm not
a huge fan or supporter of the Oscars, but Gladiator did
win Best Picture — so it did something right somewhere.
Yet Ebert calls it a "real disappointment" and spends the
next several minutes of his review ripping Scott a new
asshole. Is this a classic blunder on his part? In any case,
I like Gladiator.
As I write this, I just finished watching a classic
review of "Battlefield Earth: A Saga of the Year 3000,"
which Ebert calls "an unholy mess" and "one of the ugliest movies" he's ever seen. This might be a case where the
review is probably more entertaining than the movie.
But my all-time favourite review has to be for Tom
Green's Freddy Got Fingered. Hearing two grown men
talk about a baby being swung by its umbilical cord and
the sexual organs of a horse just cracks me up. Ebert
called it "the most disgusting film of 2001," while Roeper
called it the "ground zero of comedy." Hell, I think it's
kind of funny.
In any case, the real treat of the website is the reviews for the films that have become Hollywood classics.
I love watching the reviews for films like Forrest Gump,
The Matrix, and Saving Private Ryan, which have gone on
to become huge successes, winning critical acclaim.
I also love watching reviews for the smaller indie
films like Memento, Fargo, and Reservoir Dogs, which
have become cult-classics and big DVD sellers.
You might not like the film critics, but their reviews
are always entertaining — especially if you disagree with
them. Watch one review and you'll be hooked.
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University of Winnipeg professor premieres student films
Jason Krahn
(jasonkrahn@gmail.com)
University of Winnipeg film professor John Kozak and
his students will be marking the first time their collaborative work will be exhibited to a
broader public on Dec. 6.
"You want to reach an audience,
you always do. It's part of the life
of the film," says Kozak, who is also
an independent filmmaker of such
films as Hellbent and Dory. "There
is no other reason to make a movie
except to exhibit it," says Kozak.
Screening at Cinematheque on Arthur Street, the
two-hour premier will showcase four films made over
a span of four years. Every year, U of W film students
from different areas of film expertise work on a film,
then shoot.it for ten days over the course of three
months. Everybody in the class takes turns on various
crew positions and eventually, comes up with a half hour
drama.
Film student Sheena Shand, an actress in The

Big Job and location seeker for Roommates, says the
program "is lots of fun. You get to know everyone in the
classes and learn everything you need to know to make
an independent film."
The four films being exhibited, which range in genre

with a new roommate, but fails to take into account that
this roommate may have ideas of her own.
The Big Job (2006) is the funny one in the bunch. It
chronicles the mishaps of a couple of small-time thieves
attempting to pull the biggest heist of their careers.
Things start to spiral out of
control when their "inside man"
up at the rendezvous
point with
h his girlfriend and
cousin as backup.
•
Till Death Do Us Part, which
i
was filmed this year, is a film noir
drama thriller that explores love,
- JOHN KOZAK
UNIVERSITY OF WINNIPEG FILM PROFESSOR
hate, obsession, and murder, all
from horror to comedy, will be played as follows:
within a short 35 minutes.
Stranded (2004) is a short film about winter
It's always good to see the work of other film stuvacationers who run out of gas and out of luck. Seeking
dents from different universities, says Kozak. "They're
shelter in an abandoned shack, they explore their surgood, entertaining. I think people will really enjoy them."
roundings and accidentally awaken a nightmare from
On Thursday, Dec. 6 starting at 7 p.m., you can find
the past.
out for yourself. Tickets are $7 for regular admission
Roommates (2005), best described by Shand as a
and $6 for students.
relationship film with "its funny moments," draws out
the events of a woman replacing her useless boyfriend

Then e is no other reason to
a mov e except to exhibit it.

Local singer dares to dream
Kiera Fogg
kieralee@shaw.ca
Unlike many future entertainers, local singer-songwriter
Marianne D'Elia did not grow up belting tunes for
anyone who'd listen. In fact, although she says that she
always knew she could sing, D'Elia did not reveal her
talent until later on in life.
"I was very shy... I just never had the confidence to
show anyone," said D'Elia.
Instead, the would-be songstress followed a different life path, getting married and working at a local
community college as an office manager and executive
assistant.
It was only after a close friend died in a tragic car
accident in 2002 that D'Elia realized she had to pursue
her lifelong dream of being a musician.
"Losing my friend really opened my eyes to the fact
that you're here today and gone tomorrow. I just didn't
want to waste any more time," said D'Elia. "Things sort
of fell into place after I realized that."
And so, at the age of 33, D'Elia embraced her talent and followed her ambition. After hearing about a
contest on the Winnipeg jazz station 99.1 Cool FM (now
Groove FM), D'Elia decided to submit some material
she had been working on. The submission earned her
a chance to perform for the first time in public at The

Forks as one of the top five finalists. However, she did
not win.
Undaunted by the loss, D'Elia entered the competition again in 2006 and this time she won. The prize was
$25,000 to record a CD. D'Elia got to work and recorded
her debut album, Stay Another Night, on which she cowrote all 12 of the tracks.
D'Elia says she wants her music to be uplifting - particularly to encourage inner strength in other women.
"We as women tend to put a lot of guilt on ourselves.
The message I try to convey is that it is okay to do things
just for you, and not feel bad about it," D'Elia said,
revealing a mantra she follows in her musical pursuits.
"I just came to the realization that nobody is going to do
it for you. It just takes a lot of hard work."
Much of the hard work has paid off. On Wednesday,
Nov. 28, D'Elia finally realized her dream, holding her
own CD release party at Alive in the District.
D'Elia said her plans for the future include getting
her music into large retailers like HMV. But until then,
fans can purchase her music through her website, www.
mariannedelia.com.
D'Elia's first single, symbolically entitled "Found
My Way", can now be heard in regular rotation on
Winnipeg's 99.1 Groove FM. The song, she says, is an
empowering one about self-realization.
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The Biblio File
"A Booklist, a
Wish List"
jryan 11 @hotmail.com

"Do give books - religious or otherwise
- for Christmas. They're never fattening, seldom sinful, and permanently
personal." - Lenore Hershey
The word "booklist" sometimes
summons nightmarish images of impossibly heavy
textbooks, long line-ups in the bookstore, and mounting tuition costs - but those booklists aren't coming out
until next semester. First comes Christmas break! The
booklist I'm talking about is my Christmas wish list.
Gift-giving can be a stressful experience as you agonize over getting the perfect present for all your special
someones. Factor in all the cynics whining about the
commercialization of the holiday season - and all the
spoiled brats taking advantage of that very fact - and
a genuine and heartfelt thanks has become an endangered species. For me, books truly are the safest bet
for Christmas presents - both in giving and receiving.
Books should be an obvious choice for any of my loved
ones shopping for me this holiday season - I do have a

book column, after all. But which books in particular?
That's the beauty of buying books! You don't have to
know a person all that well to pull off a thoughtful gift.
Wrap it neatly, stick a bow on it, add a candy cane or
chocolate (always a nice touch), and maybe even a handmade gift tag (or at least one that looks handmade - you
can buy them bulk at Wal-Mart, I'm sure) and you're
sure to score a genuine thanks.
You just need to know one thing that the gift
recipient may be interested in, and there's bound to
be a plethora of books devoted to the subject. And if
you really don't know what the person likes (first, ask
yourself why you're buying them a gift in the first place),
visit any bookstore, new or used, and browse the shelves.
There are so many books demanding to be plucked from
the shelves because they are just plain quirky or novel
(sadly, pun intended). In these emergency cases, I say it
is perfectly acceptable to judge a book by its cover.
One of the great things about books is their reputation for being a thoughtful gift. Regardless of which
book you pick, half the battle has already been fought.

Follow the gift wrapping instructions I mentioned
earlier, and I can almost guarantee your gift-giving skills
will be praised above all others. Unless your female
recipient has also received something diamond: ring,
necklace, earrings - there's really no competing with
that - or your male recipient something manly like tools
or golf stuff. I don't know what the boy equivalent of
diamonds is - that's why I buy books!
And if any of my loved ones are reading this and
struggling to buy for me, I wouldn't mind Songs Without
Words by Ann Packer or The Almost Moon by Alice
Sebold (both fiction), Super Crunchers by Ian Ayres or
Send by David Shipley and Will Schwalbe (both nonfiction), or The Subtle Knife and The Amber Spyglass by
Phillip Pullman (both children's books, but come on,
it's Christmas break! After I finish re-reading the seven
Harry Potter books, what am I going to do with my
time?) Thank you very much. Oh, and a pair of princesscut diamond earrings. Thanks.
Happy reading on your holidays!
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Celebrity gossip may
not allow me to use
my journalistic skills
as much as, say, a
hard-nosed story
from the depths of
the Middle East, but I
still think that it's an
important part of the
news...really. Think
about how depressing
your 6 p.m. newscast would be without a few
lighter segments thrown in for kicks - although
the sad decline of one Britney Spears also makes
me want to reach for the Prozac.
Seeing how this is the semester's last issue of
The Projector, I have decided to re-cap the seven
biggest celebrity moments of '07. Yes, I know I've
covered a lot of these stories throughout the year,
but some of them are just too juicy to mention
once.
7) Isaiah Washington getting canned from
Grey's Anatomy. When you're one of the biggest
stars on a mammoth show that clobbers everything else in the ratings, what do you do? Not
utter homophobic comments, for one, as poor
Mr. Washington found out earlier this year when
producers axed him from the show after he called
his co-star a bad word.
6) Nicole Richie's unexpected pregnancy.
Considering the good-for-nothing celebu-spawn

admitted to smoking pot and popping Vicodin
just months before a baby bump appeared, let's
hope that she cleaned up her act.
5) Eddie Murphy's baby daddy drama. When
Murphy shafted former Spice Girl Mel B. (that's
Scary Spice, for you pop music virgins) by denying he was her baby's daddy, she took revenge,
hiring a hotshot lawYer and PR person smooth
enough to make the PR majors in my program
weep with delight. You go, girl.
4) Lindsay Lohan's multiple stints in rehab.
La Lohan finally admitted that her life was
"unmanageable" due to her addiction to drugs and
alcohol. Well, duh.
3) Paris Hilton's prison experience. The fact
that she actually served some time in jail was
shocking enough, but then she went on Larry
King and praised, well, herself for making such
a life-altering decision as to actually care about
other human beings. Brava, Ms. Hilton.
2) Anna Nicole Smith's death. If you had
asked me a few years ago if I felt-bad for the
stripper-turned-80-billion-year-old-man's wife, I
would have laughed in your face. But when her
21-year-old son died, it broke my heart...and hers
too.
And the number one celebrity story of the
year goes to...
The train wreck that is Britney Spears. Need
I say more? Didn't think so. See you in the new
year.
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Volunteer your time this holiday season
Melody Rogan
m-e-I-e-e@lycos.com
Before you get too comfortable on that couch this winter
break, consider this, not everyone will be having the
kind of Christmas or Hanukkah you'll be having.
Some people will be relying on others to feed them,
while some children will be wondering why Santa hasn't
visited.
The good news is that you can help. Volunteer
opportunities abound in this city, especially during the
holiday season, and there's something for everyone.
Winnipeg Harvest is known for its hamper program
over the holidays. People donate food and other important items, and volunteers spend their time sorting,
packaging and delivering the hampers to needy families
citywide.
Gary McGhee, volunteer services coordinator for
Winnipeg Harvest, says there are a number of positions
that need to be filled by volunteers, including order fillers, drivers, and general warehouse personnel.
"People who want to be order fillers should have
problem-solving abilities, should work well by themselves and should be motivated," McGhee says. "Drivers
should be familiar with the city, and should obviously
have a driver's license. General warehouse person-

nel will be responsible for sorting what comes in, and
should have basic reading skills and number recognition."
Besides those attributes, the only other thing
McGhee requires of volunteers is that they be capable of
lifting up to 70 pounds.
Winnipeg Harvest has no minimum number of
hours a volunteer should be willing to work, and says
that even an hour of somebody's time would help.
Those interested in volunteering for Winnipeg
Harvest can contact Gary McGhee at 982-3587. For
more information, go to the Winnipeg Harvest website
at www.winnipegharvest.com.
If hampers aren't your thing, you might want to
think about getting involved in Variety, the Children's
Charity of Manitoba's gift wrapping and parcel/coat
check programs at city malls this holiday season.
Variety will be at St. Vital Shopping Centre from
Dec. 1 to 24 with three booths. They will also be at the
Leila Avenue and Regent Avenue Wal-Mart locations on
Dec. 15, 16, 22 and 23.
Terry Welling-Skorodenski, communications coordinator for Variety, says the program needs people for
daytime and weekend shifts at the malls.
"We need about eight people per shift, and each
shift is three hours, so 24 people are needed each day,"
Welling-Skorodenski says. "Volunteers don't need to

know how to wrap gifts. We'll teach them. All we ask is
that they be friendly, since they will be ambassadors for
Variety."
Proceeds from the booths will go to an array of
children's programs, since Variety is not a disease-specific charity.
Those interested should contact Terry WellingSkorodenski at 982-1055, or at office@varietymanitoba.
coin.
For information about other volunteer opportunities, visit www.volunteermanitoba.ca.

5 tips to becoming
a successful hockey
pool GM
Sam !Carney
samkarney@hotmail.com
Ever wanted to be the general manager of your own
NHL hockey team? Well, in the world of fantasy
hockey pools, it's a reality. But there are a few things
you should know before you can become the next
Kevin Lowe or Bob Gainey.
Here are five tips you should find useful when
making your picks:

1 Know the rules. That's the first and most
important piece of advice. See what the rules are
for adding/dropping players, find out how many
picks you get and how many from each position are
required and find out if the pool uses a salary cap. It
seems obvious, but better safe than sorry.
)

2) Don't depend on last year's stats. It's tempting to look back at the previous season when making
your picks, but try and resist. According to 13-year
hockey pool veteran and Red River College student
Ezra Ginsburg, it's a good idea to look at who your
prospect is playing with this year and how much ice
time he or she is getting.
3) Don't strictly pick players from your favourite team. Hang up the Oilers jersey and put away the
Canucks cap. Only picking players from your favourite team will do nothing but stress you out. If your
team is slumping, its stressful enough, but if you
have money riding on its performance, you're asking
for it Try and spread your selections out so that if
one team is slumping, it won't affect your entire pool.
4) Pick from offensive-minded teams. Ginsburg
suggests taking players from high- scoring teams
and avoiding players from defensive-minded teams.
"Don't take too many players off the Devils or the
Wild, but take players from teams that year after year
have good offence like the Red Wings or the Ducks."
5) Pick players who play on the power play.
John Townsend, a former scout for the Calgary
Hitmen of the Western Hockey League, says that
picking players who play on the power play is probably one of the best tips.
"Players that normally get power play time are
your point guys, and coaches usually go to the well
with them," Townsend says. "Ninety percent of the
time, players who are playing on the first or second
power player unit are double-shifting. They're playing their usual shift plus the power play and are on
the ice a lot more."
Hopefully now you will be basking in the "drafter
glow" of some good picks and be well on your way to
managing a successful fantasy hockey team.

MB snowboarders defy the odds
Payton Richardson

attainable reality.
"It's not always possible to make the trip out West,"
Kunz says.
A lot of his riding season is spent at resorts like
Prairie snowboarders are forced to adjust to a climate
Holiday
Mountain or at Asessippi.
that is completely different than that of our western
"It's really important to Manitoba snowboarders
neighbours. The temperature is colder, the land is flatter
because we need to progress as well," he says.
and the season with suitable snow is a lot shorter. Yet
Roz Pulo, a spokeswoman for the Asessippi Ski
Manitoba's snowboarders continue to ride and even
Area,
says the resort is very much focused on and influprogress their riding, year after year.
enced by the feedback of the local riders.
Some snowboarders have been known to build their
"It is different riding
own obstacles around the
out here; we cannot simply
city. Provincial resorts and
take examples from bigger
hills make this process a lot
ithin the city, there is an urban
resorts and slap them onto
easier, applying the style
our hill," Pulo explains. "Our
riding scene that often takes place
of popular snowboarding
terrain park manager is a
culture to their runs, capturafter dark, when businesses ar
rider as well, and he works
ing at least a piece of the
closed and pedestrians are few.
very closely with the locals to
western scene for the local
meet their specific needs or
riders.
styles."
Resorts such as
Within
the
city,
there
is
an urban riding scene that
Asessippi Ski Area and Winter Park are always lookoften takes place after dark, when businesses are closed
ing for creative ways to meet the needs of the modern
and pedestrians are few. This includes the monotonous,
snowboard generation. They've had a terrain park on
manual labour of building jumps and drop-ins to shred
their hill since opening nine years ago, and have been
obstacles such as handrails and ledges.
hosting slope-style events such as the yearly Get Amped
"We shovel the surrounding snow to make a run-up
snowboard competition.
and a landing. Sometimes we even need to go on the
Red River College student Nolan Kunz, 21, has
hunt for piles of snow behind hockey arenas," explains
been snowboarding in Manitoba for the past 11 years.
Kunz. "It's a very skateboard-inspired style that we're
He enjoys taking trips out to the big mountains of B.C.
seeing here and it just shows that we're all just dediand Alberta but expresses that this is not always an
cated to ride."

adrian4l 1 @hotmail.com
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The Old Flame Game
rhiannonmaskiw-connelly@hotmail.com

Flames. They're easy to
light, and they're even easier
to extinguish. And I'm not
just talking about fire.
Can you remember your
first big crush? First kiss?
First date? Most people can.
I know I have a collection
of these memories that just
don't seem to disappear. All it takes is something
small to trigger them and I'm back down memory
lane.
Sometimes I'll hear a song on the radio that I
remember slow dancing to, or I'll drive by somewhere I used to frequent with an ex. It makes me
feel nostalgic, a little sad and often emotional. It
seems that those feelings I thought I forgot come
creeping back from time to time, thanks to these
triggers.
Depending on the memory, I'll sometimes
smile or laugh. And I like that those memories
trigger a response. It's refreshing to remember
those good times and to be reminded of the awesome people I've been lucky enough to know.
Sometimes, though, the emotions are a lot
stronger, like when you had a long relationship
and a bad break-up that still kind of hurts. When
you look at an old picture or hear that song, you
just fall apart.
Now when you see the person, especially if
it's randomly, those emotions come at you tenfold. You're at the bar or out with some friends or

an old relationship may work, but remember the
unhealthy times when thinking if you should get
back together.
Ah, forgiveness (this should be a three page
column). Try to forgive a person if his or her issue
zachre•iec@hotmail.com is not a part of his/her belief system. Example:
someone who makes a horrible decision and
drinks and drives and then kills someone.
Is it ever worth trying to
Is that person remorseful? Once they serve
rework an old encounter?
time
in prison, ask for forgiveness, mature and
A couple of Fridays ago,
then live life appropriately, then we should accept
I was out with my buddies
that person and be compassionate towards him
and ran into an old flame.
or her.
The conversation went
I find it next to impossible to forgive somesurprisingly well, and we
one who routinely makes bad decisions. Example:
decided to meet for drinks
a person who has a poor belief system that hurts
sometime soon.
other people.
That got me thinking:
If you're a drug addict and it really is only afwhen should people let "old flames" burn out? Are
fecting you, then I'm fine with that. But if you are
old flames good or bad for the dating scene? What
a drug addict and it's affecting your social, family,
color was her underwear? (Just kidding - sort of.)
and work life, then I am much less forgiving. I'm
I'm a very nostalgic person, and this could
compassionate towards your addiction; I'm just
be the main reason why I find some of my old
not going to allow you to get close enough to hurt
flames intriguing. I see them and reminisce about
me.
the good times. This is not the healthiest thing
So, to sum up, should you date an old flame?
to reminisce about if you want to take a chance
First, reflect on why you broke up. Be candid with
at getting back together with an ex. When trying
yourself or ask some mutual friends to jog your
to reignite an old flame, think about why the two
memory. Try to examine if the reasons for the
of you separated. We all end relationships for a
break-up
were part of the person's DNA. Is the
reason. Examine the problems - don't bathe in
reason you originally broke up still a part of his or
the fond memories.
her daily life?
If you broke up for reasons that still affect
If the problems between you are still there,
you today, then it's best that you avoid the ex.
it's
probably
best to be acquaintances. If the issues
I'm not saying that you can't forgive them or
can be resolved because you have both matured
that people don't change. I'm definitely a firm
and you can accept the person's belief system,
believer in giving someone a second chance. Most
then go ahead and light that flame - just be carepeople evolve over time, and I'm hoping that the
ful you don't get scarred.
people who read my column have had healthy
relationships in the past. Therefore, reworking
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Join the Red River College Students'
Association FACEBOOK group to
receive event invites and to check

maybe even at Superstore, and you run
into an old flame. You say hi, ask how he or she
has been and describe what's new in your life.
You make small talk for a few minutes, tell them
how great it was to see him or her and then make
that promise to each other that you know you'll
never keep: . the promise that you'll go for coffee
"sometime."
You both know you'll never in a million years
make plans to go for coffee. But it seems to be the
right thing to say.
Why do we make that promise? And why
do we still get those strong emotions even when
we've long since ended things with someone?
Whether it ended good or bad, when we're reminded of someone who meant something in our
past, especially someone who meant something
romantically, we get that pang of sadness.
Maybe it's not so much sadness as it is
melancholy. You're sad because you remember
the feelings you initially had for someone. You
remember those wonderful dates and the smiles
you shared and the things you went through
together. But you also know you aren't with them
for a reason. And chances are you made the right
choice.
Inevitably, the effects we have on those who
love us, and the effects they have on us won't ever
completely disappear. There will always be triggers to remind us of those who meant something
to us at some point in our lives, even if we know
there is no chance of rekindling the flames of our
past.
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STI prevention not rocket science
Heather Bell
heathermariebell@hotmail.com

STI PREVENTION GUIDE
1.

Abstinence - the only sure way

2.

Use condoms! Properly!

3.

Limit your number of partners

4.

Cooling medium for nuclear reactors

5.

Never share needles and syringes

6.

Don't be immature: talk to your partner

7.

Get tested: don't unknowingly spread
STIs

Take a good look around your classroom. One in 25 of
your peers has been diagnosed with a sexually transmitted infection (STI), and many more are unknowingly carrying them, according to Statistics Canada. Furthermore,
the same study found that almost 40 per cent of sexually
active 15- to 24-year-olds did not use a condom the last
time they had sex. So, are you concerned about your
sexual health yet?
You giggled through sexual education classes in
elementary and high school, sat through awkward talks
with parents and read about the growing HIV/AIDS
crisis every day.
But has this information really hit home?
By now, most college students should know all about
STIs: what they are, how they are transmitted, the harm
they can cause, and how to prevent them.
Yet according to the Public Health Agency of Canada,
young people aged 15 to 24 account for nearly half of all
new infections each year, and Manitoba has the second-highest rate of chlamydia, gonorrhoea and syphilis
infections in Canada.
And, college students beware: drinking may increase
your risk far more than you think. Not only are you likely

to fall into the most susceptible age range, but according
to Manitoba Health, alcohol impairment leaves you four
times more likely to contract an STI than working in the
sex trade.
"Protecting yourself shouldn't be rocket science," says
Roselle Paulsen, education and training coordinator at
the Sexual Education Resource Centre. "But people don't
use condoms, or don't use them properly."
The SERC, located at 555 Broadway, can provide
information and doctor referral services to students.
According to Paulsen, the most common and serious errors in condom use are not putting one on early enough,
not leaving a large enough reservoir at the tip and not
withdrawing quickly enough after orgasm.
Help can also be found at Red River College's oncampus nursing stations.
"Many students don't realise that I'm here and that I
can help," says registered nurse Debbie McFarland, who
works at the Princess Street Campus health office.
As well as providing services such as basic first
aid, the nurses can give information on STIs, answer
questions and refer students to appropriate health care
services if necessary.
"We also give out free condoms," adds McFarland,
who encourages students to make use of the nursing
stations funded by their tuition.

In Fashion
sarzy_blondin@hotmail.com

How to avoid those
extra holiday pounds
Brenlee Coates
brenleecoates@shaw.ca
Christmas, Hanukkah and Kwanzaa means many
things to many people. The holiday break can be a great
chance to decompress and relax or to party hard. But it
shouldn't be a time for you to completely abandon your
health or work-out regime.
"Successful people usually do the opposite of what
everyone else is doing. So, instead of saying, 'I'm probably going to gain five pounds over Christmas holidays,'
why not choose to say 'I'm going to lose five pounds?'
Or, 'On my days off, I'm gonna run every morning?'"
says certified strength and conditioning specialist
Bryan Krahn. "When everyone comes back looking all
bloated and they've got a bunch of weight to lose, you'll
be that one step ahead."
Krahn offers some fairly simple tips to follow to
make sure you're not one of those people carrying a few
extra pounds back to school after the winter break.
"For that big holiday meal, a good idea is to spoil
your appetite. Do exactly what your mother told you
not to do," says Krahn. "Have a small snack, especially
something with protein. That'll kind of blunt the appetite."
That way, you won't be so inclined to overdo it on
the portions of turkey and helpings of mashed potatoes
you usually gobble down.
Ryan Ratushniak, manager of Athletics and

Recreation Services at Red River College, confirms this.
"Everything should be in moderation. You have to keep
that in mind when you get to Christmas dinner parties."
The training services and the school gyms are
closing up soon, but they may be something to check
out when you come back with your New Year's resolution of being able to squeeze into your old grad dress or
that favourite pair of jeans from '03, still sitting in your
closet.
So what are Krahn's top five ways to fight off those
extra holiday pounds?
First of all, chew slowly during your big holiday
dinner, and put your fork down between bites. It takes
about 20 minutes for your stomach to get through to
your brain. (You'll feel full faster!)
Second, steer clear of finger foods. They are loaded
with saturated fats and trans fats. Try to hover around
those veggie platters you usually see next to the taco
dip.
Next, if you're going to drink alcohol, do it in
moderation. Alcohol has seven calories per gram. (But
we can't be perfect, can we?)
You can also try non-calorie mixes, especially if
you're vetoing rule number three. Think tonic water,
soda water and diet pop.
And finally, try to do something every day that gets
your heart rate up. You don't always have to get to the
gym; nothing burns more calories than shovelling snow
for an hour.

Hi, my name is Sarah and I'm addicted to eBay.
When I first started using, I'd be
on it for hours a day, but I've gotten better. Now, I only use it for the
things that I really want.
I love eBay for a few reasons: 1)
I can find almost anything on there
cheaper than the selling price 2) it's
easy and 3) I love shopping.
But what I've noticed is that I haven't really bought
anything. I think I've won a total of 10 auctions over the
years. What happens is, I find something I love and then I
watch it, and as the days go by, the price goes up, and what
was once an affordable item is now way above my student
budget.
So really, I have a strong love-hate relationship with
the website. In the end, I just end up sad that I couldn't
have what I wanted.
You can buy designer jeans for literally half the price,
UGG boots for $100 or less, and if you're looking for
unique one-of-a-kind pieces like vintage, there are hundreds of sellers that specialize in only that. eBay is my playground. But what interests me the most is that eBay users

eBay is my
playground.
are basically trusting millions of total strangers. When do
you ever see that happen in this fear-driven world?
The guy who invented eBay was pure genius. Pierre
Omidyar became one of the richest 31-year-olds in history.
He sold his house and moved to Paris with his wife after he
realized he was set for life, thanks to his brilliant invention.
The interesting part about this guy is that he is
embarrassed about his money. Supposedly, the accidental
billionaire even told his investment advisor, "Don't make it
grow" because he was so fearful of his millions multiplying.
So instead of keeping all of his money, he and his
wife give most of it away. He's actually been called one
of Business Week's Top 50 givers. He invests in numerous
non-profit organizations and uses technology to hand
more power to regular people. He works to ease one of the
world's most daunting problems, poverty, with his good
fortune.
As far as I'm concerned, there are worse things someone can be addicted to, and if by using eBay I'm in some
small way helping Omidyar with his fight against poverty
and equality, then I can feel better about my shopping
habit.
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Craft sales are
hip...really
Jennifer Clark
jloric@gmail.com

College intramurals starting in January
Melody Rogan
m-e-l-e-e@lycos.com
Once the holidays are over and we've all finished gorging ourselves and lazing around doing nothing all day,
it will be nice to take solace in the fact that we can do
something about our bloated tummies.
Red River College will be offering a variety of
intramural sports at the Notre Dame campus starting
in January. Some of the sports offered through the program are volleyball, basketball, ultimate Frisbee, soccer,
flag football, floor hockey, dodge ball and badminton.
If there are sports people are interested in playing
that are not offered at any given time, they can contact
Alson Richards, intramural coordinator for the college.
"Let us know what type of sport you are interested in playing and we'll do what we can to offer it,"
Richards said. "We'll check to see if our facilities can
accommodate the sport, if there is space in one of the
recreation areas to offer it and if time can be made in
the schedule for it."
Other than the $30 participation fee, which is returned to students after the intramural programs have
finished, students do not need any special equipment
or skills.
Most intramural sports are offered during students'
lunch hours. Students from both the Princess Street

Campus and the Notre Dame Campus can participate
in the intramurals, as long as they have the time
and the access to transportation between campuses.
Intramurals are not offered at the Princess Street
Campus due to the lack of facilities such as gyms, said
Richards.
Quin Fey, 21, works out four times a week at the
Princess Street Campus's Exchange Fitness Centre and
said that, while he's interested in participating in the
intramural program offered by the college, he isn't sure
he would be able to fit it into his schedule.
"I'm aware that they offer the program, but I'm
concerned about transportation to the other campus.
Some days, I might have time for it, but if there's a
chance it could make me late for my classes, I don't
know if I would even bother," the second-year business
administration student said.
Fey had one suggestion for improving the intramural program so that all Red River College students can
participate.
"If they could rent out a bus that provides free
transportation between campuses, people would probably sign up for intramurals," he said.
If you can find time in your schedule to participate,
be sure to keep your eyes open for posters specifying
program dates and deadlines for team registration that
will be posted at both campuses.

Certified
Management
Accountants
What accounting should be

2008 CMA Career Connections
Canad Inns, Polo Park
Thursday, January 10, 2008
•
•
•
•

Network with MB's Top Employers
Enjoy an insightful keynote presentation
Learn about becoming a CMA
Find the perfect career opportunity!

Cocktail Networking Reception: 4:00 PM - 5:30 PM
(Tickets $10.00, include: 2 free drink tickets, hors d'oeuvres, and gift bag)

Career Fair: 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM - free!
Register today!
Tickets available for sale until December 7, 2007 at:
Notre Dame campus, Room: E112
Princess Street campus, Room P411 or P414
or contact CMA Manitoba
815-240 Graham Avenue, Winnipeg, MB, R3C 0J7, Tel: 204 943 1538 or 1 800 841 7148, Fax: 204 947 3308
Email: cmam • • ema-manitoba.com Web: www.cma-manitoba.com

Arts and crafts sales aren't just about church bazaars
and your grandma's doilies anymore (though you can
still get some of that if that's what you're into). Some of
Winnipeg's most contemporary artists are showcasing
and selling their art at reasonable prices in sales around
the city.
With many sales being held during the holiday
season, now is a great time to check out local art and
pick up a unique gift for someone special.
"Compared to other Winnipeg craft sales, ours is
probably the most contemporary," said Claire Friesen,
this year's coordinator of It Ain't Your Grandma's Craft
Sale 2.
Hosting 18 vendors, the sale will be held at the
Park Theatre in South Osborne. It will feature screenprinted T-shirts and other clothing, bags, jewelry and
soaps.
"Many of the products are art-based, so they are
very unique and one-of-a-kind," said Friesen. "There is
so much talent among Winnipeg artists."
Buying art at these sales is also more financially
feasible than you might think.
"Based on last year's sale, the products are also
affordable, because you are buying directly from the
artist," she said.
The Holidaze Handcrafted Gift Show, another
local indie craft sale, will be held at the Label Gallery
(across from the University of Winnipeg). About 30
vendors will be selling everything from pottery and
herbal preparations to toys, paintings and photographs
over two weekends. There will be live music, with the
featured bands' CDs available for purchase.
The sale has steadily grown since the first one was
held about five years ago.
"It's gotten really big in the past few years," said
Karen Taylor, the show's organizer. "But I try to keep it
as cooperative as possible."
For the music lover on your shopping list, there is
the Winnipeg Folk Festival Winter Craft Sale, which not
only features contemporary work by local artists, but
also a vintage vinyl sale. The sale is held every Saturday
until Dec. 15, and hosts seven different vendors each
weekend, though some vendors will be showing more
than once.
For a more traditional craft sale, check out The
Forks from Dec. 1 to Dec. 24. For the first time, almost
40 crafters selling Christmas-themed gifts will be set up
in The Forks Market.
And don't forget your local community centre and
church for more traditional stuff - they hold craft sales
this time of year.
The do-it-yourself attitude is a major part of the
appeal of arts and crafts sales.
"They encourage people to create locally," said
Friesen. "And you know exactly where the products
come from, that no child in Indonesia is making the

Some Arts and Craft

Sales to Check Out
It Ain't Your Grandma's Craft Sale 2

Dec. 16 at 6 p.m.
The Park Theatre (698 Osborne St.)
Holidaze Handcrafted Gift Show

Dec. 14 (741 p.m.), 15 (11 a.m.-5 p.m.)
and 16 (11 a.m.-5 p.m.)
Label Gallery at 510 Portage Ave. (across
from the University of Winnipeg)
Winnipeg Folk Festival Winter Craft
Sales and Vintage Vinyl Sales

Dec. 8 and 15 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Folk Exchange at 103-211 Bannatyne
at Albert
Visit www.winnipegfolkfestival.ca for
more information
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Anyone for some nog?

Shannah-Lee Vidal
shannahvidal@hotmail.com
Don't you love eggnog: that thick, sweet, liquid
treat, laden with rum and sprinkled with a touch of
nutmeg?
The origins of eggnog are drenched in mystery.
However, according to the website www.egg-nog.
info, "nog" is a term used to describe strong beer
and dates back to the 17th century. Others disagree,
arguing that carved wooden cups known as "noggins" are what led to the evolution of eggnog's
name.
Eggnog is generally thought to have been modeled after a traditional hot English drink called posset. The drink, made with milk, eggs and wine or ale,
was considered an upper- class beverage because it
was difficult for the average Londoner to afford such
luxuries as milk and eggs.
For us, it's as easy as popping by Safeway to
pick up a carton, and there are a few varieties to
choose from.
Parmalat, for example, offers both a premium
and a light variety. If you're dipping into the regular
stuff, keep in mind that it may contribute to that
extra holiday weight. Parmalat's premium eggnog
has 5.6 grams of fat and 260 calories per one cup
serving, and while Parmalat's light version is still
heavy with calories (210 per serving), fat content is
only 0.4 grams.

Robin Erhardt makes drinking the high-fat
concoction a holiday tradition.
"The thicker, the better. I don't care that it's
fatty because I only drink it at Christmas time
anyway," says Erhardt, a security employee.
And though she's a nog fan, Erhardt isn't keen
on the low-fat variety.
"I don't like the light eggnog," she says. "The
colour is not right. In some brands, it's, like, yellow.
I don't know about you, but it turns me off."
While the store-bought stuff may be pasteurized, it's not enough to urge Red River College
student Jennifer Ryan to buy it.
"It's made with eggs, but it's not cooked," she
says.
Ryan admits that she hasn't ever permitted
herself to endure a full glass of eggnog. Still, she
believes she isn't missing out on anything.
"It's the most disgusting thing I've ever not
tasted."
Brenda Bazylewski, marketing and communications coordinator for the Manitoba Egg Producers,
advises that precautions should still be taken with
cooked eggnog recipes.
"With eggnog being cooked you still need to
treat it as a perishable product," she says. "If you're
going to serve it at room temperature, it shouldn't
be left out for more than two hours."
Any leftovers should be stored "no more than
one to two days in the fridge." Drink up!

HOLIDAY EGGNOG
(source: Manitoba Egg Producers)
6 large eggs
% cup sugar
4 cups milk
2 tsp vanilla extract
/2 cup brandy (optional)
2 cups whipping cream
ground nutmeg
1

In a large, heavy saucepan, beat eggs and sugar
until well blended. Gradually stir in milk. Cook over
medium-low heat, stirring constantly, until mixture is
thick enough to coat a spoon (about 25 minutes).
Pour custard into a large bowl. Stir in vanilla and
brandy. Chill bowl in ice water for a few minutes, stirring occasionally. Cover and refrigerate at least three
hours or overnight.
To serve, beat whipping cream until soft peaks
form. Gently fold whipped cream into custard.
Sprinkle lightly with nutmeg. Either keep eggnog
refrigerated or place bowl on a bed of ice. Serve within
two hours.
Makes 16 - 1/2 cup (125 ml) servings.

Bibles and Broomsticks
shannahvidal@hotmail.com

THE WINNIPEG ART GALLERY
STUDENTS
D rvt NEVERFILTtiolor

PostSecret November 24, 2007 to February 2, 2008
More than 400 homemade postcards bring together the most powerful, poignant,
and beautifully intimate secrets collected by Frank Warren through his fascinating
and compelling community art project. Put your own "secret" postcard into our
mailbox and we'll send it off to Frank Warren for you.

18 Illuminations: Contemporary Art and Light
November 24, 2007 to March 2, 2008
From neon tubes to burning staircases, 18 dazzling multi-faceted works interpret
light and shadow.
18 Illuminations: Contemporary Art and Light sponsored by the Canada Council for the Arts and supported by John C. MacAulay.
Top row: PostSecret postcard images courtesy Frank Warren. Bottom row: TOM DEAN, The Floating Staircase 7978 to 1981. Still, 1983. Single channel video: 21:30.
REUEL DECHENE. Da Da Da, 2005. Mixed media light wheels. I 'MICAH LEXIER, All Numbers are Equal (Argon), 2005. Nine clear glass numbers filled with argon gas.
Photos: John Abrams.

THE WINNIPEG Alh.. GALLERY

300 Memorial Boulevard info (204) 789-1760 www.wag.mb.ca
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This year, I have been invited to partake in
a new kind of holiday tradition: an evening
jaunt to Patricia Beach in celebration of the
winter solstice, the shortest day of the year.
Although trekking out onto an abandoned beach in the bitter cold isn't on my
list of top things to do before I die, I have a
feeling it will be the highlight of my holiday
season. The place holds a special meaning for
a friend of mine. I feel blessed to have been invited out there.
While I hold reverence for nature and the turn of each season,
I have to admit that I still adhere to the gods of commercialism I
make a point of hanging that gaudy metallic garland on my tree.
I buy presents that people don't always need. And, worst of all, I
sacrifice many families of trees just so I can show off my talent for
making smooth gift- wrapped edges.
I don't mind the commercialism, really. It's an excuse to do
something kind for others and to make them smile. It pleases me
to see my friends and family act giddy like children as they open
the presents I have carefully selected for them. But once in a while,
I wonder if we really do need all of the trimmings.
I've asked a few of my friends about how they are able to
incorporate spirituality into the holiday season, especially when
not everyone in their lives may be on the same wavelength. I found
it interesting that all of them celebrate Dec. 25 with their families.
They see it as a day of family and presents, and there's nothing
wrong with that. However, in some way or another, all of them
take time, either individually or in groups, to spend time with
Mother Nature.
The earth is a powerful force. It's easy to detest the cold and
snow, but it's difficult to stop for a few moments and reflect on the
wonder of nature. Now is the time the trees and rivers go to sleep,
until it is time for them to be kissed awake by the sun.
When I head out to Patricia Beach later this month in the dark
and cold, I know that Mother Nature will be waiting to give me
the best holiday gift. However, that gift is only there for me if I am
willing to take the time to appreciate it.

This is part two of a two-part series on the holidays.
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Talking Heads
MARKET TESTING
Matt Uban
Amy Ravenburgz

Well how bout this?

Matt, to make this comic truly memorable we need

Talking Heads:

a snappy catch phrase, something to help us stick
in the memories of our readers. Believe it!

Putting the Laughter
back in Slaughter

[Shouldn't we just try
and go for excellent
content and make that
what people remember
about us?

Hmm, kidna un-original. And to be

Magneto

a cool
catch phrase!
Any ideas?

honest we really don't do enough

Was
Right

slaughtering, I wouldn't want to

Was
Right

be mis-representing anything...

W ow, really sorry I asked.

hat about this then?

Ok last one.

Talking Heads:

..

Magneto

Talking Heads:
Like you have anything
better to do!

More fun than a barre
full of monkies!
.1That's just wrong. Have you
actually spent any time with
monkeys? Filthy creatures
slinging their s*** around,

Magneto
Was
Right

and one of them violated my
favourite hat!

The world's fastest autofocus:
Only in the new E-3. getolympus.ca/e3

Hmm, self-deprecating
but funny, I like it.
You just want to
leave don't you.
(

Well duh Heroes is on.)

Magneto
Was
Right

